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RELEVANT STATUTES OR RULES

APPENDIX A

§ 113A-103. Definitions.
As used in this Article:
(5)a. "Development" means any activity in a duly designated area of environmental concern
(except as provided in paragraph b of this subdivision) involving, requiring, or consisting of the
construction or enlargement of a structure; excavation; dredging; filling; dumping; removal of
clay, silt, sand, gravel or minerals; bulkheading, driving of pilings; clearing or alteration of land
as an adjunct of construction; alteration or removal of sand dunes; alteration of the shore, bank, or
bottom of the Atlantic Ocean or any sound, bay, river, creek, stream, lake, or canal; or placement
of a floating structure in an area of environmental concern identified in G.S. 113A-113(b)(2) or
(b)(5).
b. The following activities including the normal and incidental operations associated therewith
shall not be deemed to be development under this section:
***
5. Maintenance or repairs (excluding replacement) necessary to repair damage to structures caused
by the elements or to prevent damage to imminently threatened structures by the creation of
protective sand dunes.
***
c. The Commission shall define by rule (and may revise from time to time) certain classes of minor
maintenance and improvements which shall be exempted from the permit requirements of this
Article, in addition to the exclusions set forth in paragraph b of this subdivision. In developing
such rules the Commission shall consider, with regard to the class or classes of units to be
exempted:
1. The size of the improved or scope of the maintenance work;
2. The location of the improvement or work in proximity to dunes, waters, marshlands,
areas of high seismic activity, areas of unstable soils or geologic formations, and areas
enumerated in G.S. 113A-113(b)(3); and
3.Whether or not dredging or filling is involved in the maintenance or improvement.
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SECTION .0300 - OCEAN HAZARD AREAS

15A NCAC 07H .0301

OCEAN HAZARD CATEGORIES

The next broad grouping is composed of those AECs that are considered natural hazard areas along the Atlantic Ocean
shoreline where, because of their special vulnerability to erosion or other adverse effects of sand, wind, and water,
uncontrolled or incompatible development could unreasonably endanger life or property. Ocean hazard areas include
beaches, frontal dunes, inlet lands, and other areas in which geologic, vegetative and soil conditions indicate a
substantial possibility of excessive erosion or flood damage.

15A NCAC 07H .0302

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE OCEAN HAZARD CATEGORY

(a) The primary causes of the hazards peculiar to the Atlantic shoreline are the constant forces exerted by waves,
winds, and currents upon the unstable sands that form the shore. During storms, these forces are intensified and can
cause significant changes in the bordering landforms and to structures located on them. Ocean hazard area property
is in the ownership of a large number of private individuals as well as several public agencies and is used by a vast
number of visitors to the coast. Ocean hazard areas are critical, therefore, because of both the severity of the hazards
and the intensity of interest in the areas.
(b) The location and form of the various hazard area landforms, in particular the beaches, dunes, and inlets, are in a
permanent state of flux, responding to meteorologically induced changes in the wave climate. For this reason, the
appropriate location of structures on and near these landforms must be reviewed carefully in order to avoid their loss
or damage. As a whole, the same flexible nature of these landforms which presents hazards to development situated
immediately on them offers protection to the land, water, and structures located landward of them. The value of each
landform lies in the particular role it plays in affording protection to life and property. (The role of each landform is
described in detail in Technical Appendix 2 in terms of the physical processes most important to each.) Overall,
however, the energy dissipation and sand storage capacities of the landforms are most essential for the maintenance
of the landforms' protective function.

15A NCAC 07H .0303

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE OF OCEAN HAZARD AREAS

(a) The CRC recognizes that absolute safety from the destructive forces indigenous to the Atlantic shoreline is an
impossibility for development located adjacent to the coast. The loss of life and property to these forces, however,
can be greatly reduced by the proper location and design of structures and by care taken in prevention of damage to
natural protective features particularly primary and frontal dunes. Therefore, it is the CRC's objective to provide
management policies and standards for ocean hazard areas that serve to eliminate unreasonable danger to life and
property and achieve a balance between the financial, safety, and social factors that are involved in hazard area
development.
(b) The purpose of these Rules shall be to further the goals set out in G.S. 113A-102(b), with particular attention to
minimizing losses to life and property resulting from storms and long-term erosion, preventing encroachment of
permanent structures on public beach areas, preserving the natural ecological conditions of the barrier dune and beach
systems, and reducing the public costs of inappropriately sited development. Furthermore, it is the objective of the
Coastal Resources Commission to protect present common-law and statutory public rights of access to and use of the
lands and waters of the coastal area.

15A NCAC 07H .0304

AECS WITHIN OCEAN HAZARD AREAS

The ocean hazard AECs contain all of the following areas:
(1)
Ocean Erodible Area. This is the area where there exists a substantial possibility of excessive
erosion and significant shoreline fluctuation. The oceanward boundary of this area is the mean low
water line. The landward extent of this area is the distance landward from the first line of stable and
natural vegetation as defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0305(a)(5) to the recession line established by
multiplying the long-term annual erosion rate times 90; provided that, where there has been no
long-term erosion or the rate is less than two feet per year, this distance shall be set at 120 feet
landward from the first line of stable natural vegetation. For the purposes of this Rule, the erosion
rates are the long-term average based on available historical data. The current long-term average
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erosion rate data for each segment of the North Carolina coast is depicted on maps entitled “2011
Long-Term Average Annual Shoreline Rate Update” and approved by the Coastal Resources
Commission on May 5, 2011 (except as such rates may be varied in individual contested cases or in
declaratory or interpretive rulings). In all cases, the rate of shoreline change shall be no less than
two feet of erosion per year. The maps are available without cost from any Local Permit Officer or
the Division of Coastal Management on the internet at http://www.nccoastalmanagement.net.
***
15A NCAC 07H .0305 GENERAL IDENTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF LANDFORMS
(a) This Paragraph describes natural and man-made features that are found within the ocean hazard area of
environmental concern.
***
(5)
Vegetation Line. The vegetation line refers to the first line of stable and natural vegetation, which
shall be used as the reference point for measuring oceanfront setbacks. This line represents the
boundary between the normal dry-sand beach, which is subject to constant flux due to waves, tides,
storms and wind, and the more stable upland areas. The vegetation line is generally located at or
immediately oceanward of the seaward toe of the frontal dune or erosion escarpment. The Division
of Coastal Management or Local Permit Officer shall determine the location of the stable and natural
vegetation line based on visual observations of plant composition and density. If the vegetation has
been planted, it may be considered stable when the majority of the plant stems are from continuous
rhizomes rather than planted individual rooted sets. Planted vegetation may be considered natural
when the majority of the plants are mature and additional species native to the region have been
recruited, providing stem and rhizome densities that are similar to adjacent areas that are naturally
occurring. In areas where there is no stable and natural vegetation present, this line may be
established by interpolation between the nearest adjacent stable natural vegetation by on-ground
observations or by aerial photographic interpretation.
(6)
Static Vegetation Line. In areas within the boundaries of a large-scale beach fill project, the
vegetation line that existed within one year prior to the onset of project construction shall be defined
as the “static vegetation line.” The “onset of project construction” shall be defined as the date
sediment placement begins, with the exception of projects completed prior to the effective date of
this Rule, in which case the award of the contract date will be considered the onset of construction.
A static vegetation line shall be established in coordination with the Division of Coastal
Management using on-ground observation and survey or aerial imagery for all areas of oceanfront
that undergo a large-scale beach fill project. Once a static vegetation line is established, and after
the onset of project construction, this line shall be used as the reference point for measuring
oceanfront setbacks in all locations where it is landward of the vegetation line. In all locations
where the vegetation line as defined in this Rule is landward of the static vegetation line, the
vegetation line shall be used as the reference point for measuring oceanfront setbacks. A static
vegetation line shall not be established where a static vegetation line is already in place, including
those established by the Division of Coastal Management prior to the effective date of this Rule. A
record of all static vegetation lines, including those established by the Division of Coastal
Management prior to the effective date of this Rule, shall be maintained by the Division of Coastal
Management for determining development standards as set forth in Rule .0306 of this Section.
Because the impact of Hurricane Floyd (September 1999) caused significant portions of the
vegetation line in the Town of Oak Island and the Town of Ocean Isle Beach to be relocated
landward of its pre-storm position, the static line for areas landward of the beach fill construction in
the Town of Oak Island and the Town of Ocean Isle Beach, the onset of which occurred in 2000,
shall be defined by the general trend of the vegetation line established by the Division of Coastal
Management from June 1998 aerial orthophotography.
(7)
Beach Fill. Beach fill refers to the placement of sediment along the oceanfront shoreline. Sediment
used solely to establish or strengthen dunes shall not be considered a beach fill project under this
Rule. A “large-scale beach fill project” shall be defined as any volume of sediment greater than
300,000 cubic yards or any storm protection project constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.
***
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15A NCAC 07H .0306

GENERAL USE STANDARDS FOR OCEAN HAZARD AREAS

(a) In order to protect life and property, all development not otherwise specifically exempted or allowed by law or
elsewhere in the Coastal Resources Commission’s rules shall be located according to whichever of the following is
applicable:
(1)
The ocean hazard setback for development is measured in a landward direction from the vegetation
line, the static vegetation line, or the measurement line, whichever is applicable.
***
(4)
The setback distance shall be determined by both the size of development and the shoreline long
term erosion rate as defined in Rule .0304 of this Section. “Development size” is defined by total
floor area for structures and buildings or total area of footprint for development other than structures
and buildings. Total floor area includes the following:
(A)
The total square footage of heated or air-conditioned living space;
(B)
The total square footage of parking elevated above ground level; and
(C)
The total square footage of non-heated or non-air-conditioned areas elevated above ground
level, excluding attic space that is not designed to be load-bearing.
Decks, roof-covered porches, and walkways are not included in the total floor area unless they are
enclosed with material other than screen mesh or are being converted into an enclosed space with
material other than screen mesh.
(5)
With the exception of those types of development defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0309, no
development, including any portion of a building or structure, shall extend oceanward of the ocean
hazard setback distance. This includes roof overhangs and elevated structural components that are
cantilevered, knee braced, or otherwise extended beyond the support of pilings or footings. The
ocean hazard setback is established based on the following criteria:
(A)
A building or other structure less than 5,000 square feet requires a minimum setback
of 60 feet or 30 times the shoreline erosion rate, whichever is greater;
***
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

If a primary dune exists in the AEC on or landward of the lot where the development is proposed
the development shall be landward of the crest of the primary dune, the ocean hazard setback, or
development line, whichever is farthest from vegetation line, static vegetation line, or measurement
line, whichever is applicable. For existing lots, however, where setting the development landward
of the crest of the primary dune would preclude any practical use of the lot, development may be
located oceanward of the primary dune. In such cases, the development may be located landward
of the ocean hazard setback but shall not be located on or oceanward of a frontal dune or the
development line. The words "existing lots" in this Rule shall mean a lot or tract of land which, as
of June 1, 1979, is specifically described in a recorded plat and cannot be enlarged by combining
the lot or tract of land with a contiguous lot(s) or tract(s) of land under the same ownership.
If no primary dune exists, but a frontal dune does exist in the AEC on or landward of the lot where
the development is proposed, the development shall be set landward of the frontal dune, ocean
hazard setback, or development line, whichever is farthest from the vegetation line, static vegetation
line, or measurement line, whichever is applicable.
If neither a primary nor frontal dune exists in the AEC on or landward of the lot where development
is proposed, the structure shall be landward of the ocean hazard setback or development line,
whichever is more restrictive.
Structural additions or increases in the footprint or total floor area of a building or structure represent
expansions to the total floor area and shall meet the setback requirements established in this Rule
and 15A NCAC 07H .0309(a). New development landward of the applicable setback may be
cosmetically, but shall not be structurally, attached to an existing structure that does not conform
with current setback requirements.
Established common law and statutory public rights of access to and use of public trust lands and
waters in ocean hazard areas shall not be eliminated or restricted. Development shall not encroach
upon public accessways, nor shall it limit the intended use of the accessways.
Beach fill as defined in Rule .0305(a)(7) of this Section, represents a temporary response to coastal
erosion, and compatible beach fill as defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0312 can be expected to erode at
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least as fast as, if not faster than, the pre-project beach. Furthermore, there is no assurance of future
funding or beach-compatible sediment for continued beach fill projects and project maintenance. A
vegetation line that becomes established oceanward of the pre-project vegetation line in an area that
has received beach fill may be more vulnerable to natural hazards along the oceanfront if the beach
fill project is not maintained. A development setback measured from the vegetation line may provide
less protection from ocean hazards. Therefore, development setbacks in areas that have received
large-scale beach fill as defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0305 shall be measured landward from the
static vegetation line as defined in this Section, unless a development line has been approved by the
Coastal Resources Commission in accordance with 15A NCAC 07J .1300.
***
(f) Development shall comply with the general management objective for ocean hazard areas set forth in 15A NCAC
07H .0303.
(g) Development shall not interfere with legal access to, or use of, public resources, nor shall such development
increase the risk of damage to public trust areas.
(h) Development proposals shall incorporate measures to avoid or minimize adverse impacts of the project. These
measures shall be implemented at the applicant's expense and may include actions that:
(1)
minimize or avoid adverse impacts by limiting the magnitude or degree of the action;
(2)
restore the affected environment; or
(3)
compensate for the adverse impacts by replacing or providing substitute resources.
(i) Prior to the issuance of any permit for development in the ocean hazard AECs, there shall be a written
acknowledgment from the applicant to the Division of Coastal Management that the applicant is aware of the risks
associated with development in this hazardous area and the limited suitability of this area for permanent structures.
By granting permits, the Coastal Resources Commission does not guarantee the safety of the development and assumes
no liability for future damage to the development.
(j) All relocation of structures requires permit approval. Structures relocated with public funds shall comply with the
applicable setback line as well as other applicable AEC rules. Structures including septic tanks and other essential
accessories relocated entirely with non-public funds shall be relocated the maximum feasible distance landward of the
present location. Septic tanks may not be located oceanward of the primary structure. All relocation of structures shall
meet all other applicable local and state rules.
(k) Permits shall include the condition that any structure shall be relocated or dismantled when it becomes imminently
threatened by changes in shoreline configuration as defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0308(a)(2)(B). Any such structure
shall be relocated or dismantled within two years of the time when it becomes imminently threatened, and in any case
upon its collapse or subsidence. However, if natural shoreline recovery or beach fill takes place within two years of
the time the structure becomes imminently threatened, so that the structure is no longer imminently threatened, then
it need not be relocated or dismantled at that time. This permit condition shall not affect the permit holder's right to
seek authorization of temporary protective measures allowed under 15A NCAC 07H .0308(a)(2).
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15A NCAC 07J .0210 REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING STRUCTURES
Replacement of structures damaged or destroyed by natural elements, fire or normal deterioration is considered
development and requires CAMA permits. Replacement of structures shall be permitted if the replacements is
consistent with current CRC rules. Repair of structures damaged by natural elements, fire or normal deterioration is
not considered development and shall not require CAMA permits. The CRC shall use the following criteria to
determine whether proposed work is considered repair or replacement.
(1)

NON-WATER DEPENDENT STRUCTURES. Proposed work is considered replacement if the
cost to do the work exceeds 50 percent of the market value of an existing structure immediately
prior to the time of damage or the time of request. Market value and costs are determined as
follows:
(a)
Market value of the structure does not include the value of the land, value resulting
from the location of the property, value of accessory structures, or value of other
improvements located on the property. Market value of the structure shall be determined
by the Division based upon information provided by the applicant using any of the
following methods:
(i)
appraisal;
(ii)
replacement cost with depreciation for age of the structure and quality of
construction; or
(iii)
tax assessed value.
(b)
The cost to do the work is the cost to return the structure to its pre-damaged
condition, using labor and materials obtained at market prices, regardless of the
actual cost incurred by the owner to restore the structure. It shall include the costs
of construction necessary to comply with local and state building codes and any
improvements that the owner chooses to construct. The cost shall be determined by the
Division utilizing any or all of the following:
(i)
an estimate provided by a North Carolina licensed contractor qualified by license
to provide an estimate or bid with respect to the proposed work;
(ii)
an insurance company's report itemizing the cost, excluding contents and
accessory structures; or
(iii)
an estimate provided by the local building inspections office.
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STIPULATED FACTS

ATTACHMENT B

1.
Petitioners Sam and Ann Ennis (“Petitioners”) are the owners of an oceanfront home and
lot located at 1121 Ocean Boulevard in the Town of Topsail Beach (“Town”), Pender County,
North Carolina (the “Property”). The deed for the sale was recorded on March 11, 2016 when they
purchased the property though a deed recorded at Book 4616, Page 307 of the Pender County
Registry, a copy of which is attached as a stipulated exhibit.
2.
According the Pender County tax records, the purchase price of the Property by the
Petitioners was $525,000. The total tax value of the Property is $505,796 and the tax value of the
structure is $60,296, based on a 2011 valuation. A copy of the tax card for the Property is attached
as a stipulated exhibit.
3.
According to tax records, the Property is a developed lot, and includes a three-bedroom
1,292 square foot single-family residential structure built in 1958, a gravel driveway, decks, and
beach access walkway. The Petitioners’ house is served by septic, which is on the central-landward
portion of the Property based on the 1995 Pender County operation permit, a copy of which is
attached.
4.
Aerial and site photographs are attached as exhibits which depict the Property, Petitioners'
home and the surrounding lots and homes.
5.

The Property is located within the Ocean Erodible Area of Environmental Concern (AEC).

6.
In 1989, the US Army Corps of Engineers (“Corps”) released a final EIS for a beach
nourishment plan, and a Federal Storm Damage Reduction Project was authorized under the Water
Resources Development Act, however no funds were ever appropriated for the project and so not
projects pursuant to that plan were undertaken. In 2010, the Town funded a $10 million “large
scale” beach nourishment project which included the beach in front of the Property. Accordingly,
a pre-project vegetation line was set as a static line in 2010. Other nourishment has taken place in
the Town, but these other projects were smaller scale navigation projects and not “large scale”
projects.
7.
On or about October 25, 2016, DCM Field Representative Jason Dail flagged the location
of the first line of stable and natural vegetation (“FLSNV”) on the Property, as the FLSNV was
landward of, and more restrictive than the static line on the Property. Per 15A NCAC 7H
.0305(a)(6), the FLSNV is used as the reference line for determining setbacks where it is landward
of and more restrictive than the static line on a site.
8.
The Commission’s current Average Annual Erosion Rate for the Property is 2 feet per year.
Based on the applicable 2 feet per year erosion rate, the applicable Ocean Hazard Setback for
development on this Property, being a structure less than 5,000 square feet, is 60-feet landward of
the FLSNV as that term is defined in 15A NCAC 7H .0305(a)(6).
8
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9.
Topsail Beach is located on a barrier island that is susceptible to powerful coastal storms
that expose properties to wind damage, beach erosion and coastal flooding.
10.
The Property is located in flood zone “VE” and the Base Flood Elevation (“BFE”) at the
Property is 15.0 feet NAVD.
11.
Petitioners’ Property was included on a priority list made by FEMA of repetitive loss
structures which FEMA issues on a regular basis to counties, through NC Division of Emergency
Management. FEMA, through this Flood Mitigation Assistance Program (FMA), allows for
mitigation of repetitive loss properties though acquisition, demolition, relocation, elevation or dry
flood-proofing. It is a voluntary program and covers 100% of the costs for the mitigation work,
but requires a deed restriction requiring participation in the NFIP program for the life of the
structure. A list of the losses for Petitioners’ Property is attached as an exhibit.
12.
On July 9, 2015, Pender County issued a RFP for professional services to act a planning
and management consultant (and a separate RFP for engineering services) in order to process $2.9
million dollars of funds for use to elevate six structures and acquire five others within Pender
County. A copy of this RFP is attached as a stipulated exhibit.
13.
On February 2, 2016, Pender County assigned the consulting contract to Holland
Consulting Planners, Inc., including HCP employees J. Reed Whitesell, AICP, as Project Manager,
Chip Bartlett, AICP as the FMA Program Administrator, Chis Hilbert, as Program Manager, and
Gary Miller, as Inspector (collectively the “Consultant”). A copy of the Work Authorization
contract is attached as an exhibit. Copies of Mr. Whitesell’s and Mr. Bartlett’s resumes are attached
as exhibits, as is a summary of HCP’s recent work in Hazard Mitigation Planning & Project
Management.
14.
For Petitioners’ Property, the Consultant worked with the consulting engineer, Bobby L.
Joyner, P.E. and President of Appian Consulting Engineers, PA, about what mitigation measures
were possible for the Property. A copy of Mr. Joyner’s resume is attached as an exhibit.
15.
The engineer recommended the elevation of the structure an additional 3.9 feet, bringing
the bottom of the structure from a first-floor elevation of 14.1 feet NAVD to a minimum postelevation FFE of 18.0 feet NAVD above the applicable BFE. In order to elevate the structure, the
structure would be lifted to the prescribed elevation, and using a retrofit of existing pilings and
new replacement pilings, a new base will be built, and then the house will be lowered onto the new
piling foundation, and the utilities reconnected. The decks will also be elevated and new stairs
will be built. The structure would remain within the existing footprint, and would only be moved
vertically. The development size or the “total floor area” of the structure, as that term is defined
by the Commission at 15A NCAC 7H .0306(a)(4) would not be changed or increased. A copy of
the scope of work form is attached as an exhibit.
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16.
The Consultant bid out the work to elevate Petitioners’ property through a competitive,
sealed bid process. For Petitioners’ Property, the low bid was for $85,720 by Goose Creek
Construction. A copy of the Consultant’s Final Bid Tabulation Form is attached as an exhibit.
17.
Through an affidavit, Ron Akers of Goose Creek Construction states that based on his
experience, he would “estimate that the additional turnkey cost to relocate the existing structures
versus elevating in place would be approximately $20,000.00 per property.” A copy of this
affidavit is attached as an exhibit.
18.
Through an affidavit, the Community Development Manager and Senior Planner at the
Consultant, Mr. Reed Whitesell, AICP, states that the purpose of the proposed mitigation through
elevation of the structure in the same footprint is “not intended to provide a substantial
improvement or increase in existing property value, although the cost sometimes exceeds 50% of
the existing structure value.” He also states that based on his expertise and discussions with the
Project Engineer and the Contracting Company representatives, it is his understanding that the
proposed elevation methodology “is a more cost effective method than moving the structures away
from the FLSNV and elevating the structures on new pilings.” Finally, he states that based on his
review, moving the structure back on the lot to meet the CAMA setback “might lead to violation
of the Town of the Topsail Beach’s zoning requirements, and would significantly limit the owners’
ability to construct additional (non-substantial) improvements to decking and accesses in the
future.” A copy of his affidavit is attached.
19.
The work proposed by Petitioners falls within the definition of “development” as defined
by NCGS § 113A-103(5)a as it includes the “driving of pilings.”
20.
The CAMA statute deems activities including “maintenance or repairs (excluding
replacement) necessary to repair damage to structure caused by the elements. . .” as not
“development” pursuant to NCGS § 113A-103(5)b.(5). The Commission’s rules in 15A NCAC 7J
.0210 distinguish between repair and replacement, and for non-water dependent structures, define
replacement as when the cost of the proposed work “exceeds 50 percent of the market value of an
existing structure immediately prior to the time of damage or the time of the request.” Following
this definition, “repair” is necessarily work which is 50% or less of the market value before
damage/time of request. The Commission’s rule goes on to note that “market value of the structure
does not include the value of the land, value resulting from the location of the property, value of
accessory structures, or value of other improvements located on the property.” 7J .0210(a)
21.
In this case, the cost of the work proposed is $85,720 which was the low bid by Goose
Creek and the currently-listed tax value of the structure was $60,296, so the cost of the work
proposed clearly “exceeds 50 percent of the market value” of the structure, and is “development”
which is “replacement.”

22.

Federal FEMA regulations, found at 44 CFR 59.1 define “substantial improvement” as
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Any reconstruction, rehabilitation, addition, or other improvement of a structure,
the cost of which equals or exceeds 50 percent of the market value of the structure
before the “start of construction” of the improvement. This term includes structures
which have incurred “substantial damage”, regardless of the actual repair work
performed. The term does not, however, include either: (1) Any project for
improvement of a structure to correct existing violations of state or local health,
sanitary, or safety code specification which have been identified by the local code
enforcement official and which are the minimum necessary to assure safe living
conditions . . .
In the September 2015 FEMA Hazard Mitigation Assistance Program Digest, it states that “the
costs to elevate or floodproof a damaged structure or facility are not included in determining
whether the substantial improvement threshold is triggered. See 44 C.F.R. 9.11(d), Minimization
Standards.” In contrast, the Commission’s “50% rule” includes the cost of labor and materials,
and states that
the cost to do the work is the cost to return the structure to its pre-damaged condition, using labor
and materials obtained at market prices, regardless of the actual cost incurred by the owner to
restore the structure. It shall include the costs of construction necessary to comply with local and
state building codes and any improvements that the owner chooses to construct.
15A NCAC 7J .0210(b).
23.
Pursuant to NCGS § 113A-118, the proposed “development” takes place in an AEC, and
so requires authorization through the issuance of a CAMA permit.
24.
On October 25, 2016, Mr. Jason Dail of DCM, Mr. Bartlett, Mr. Whitesell, and Mr. Miller
of the Consultant, Mr. Joyner the Engineer, and Michael Rose, Town Manager of Topsail Beach
met on site to discuss the project.
25.
Also on October 25, 2016, Mr. Dail flagged the first line of stable and natural vegetation
present on the Property. This line was surveyed and is indicated on the site plan (incorrectly
labeled) as “staked static vegetation line”, a copy of which is attached as a stipulated exhibit.
26.
On December 5, 2016, the Pender County Board of Commissioners approved a Resolution
to approve elevation contract awards for structures included in the FY14 FMA Grant project,
including the bid from Goose Creek Construction for Petitioners’ Property. A copy of this
resolution is attached as an exhibit.
27.
On or about November 30, 2016, Petitioners, through their agent Kyle Breuer, the Pender
County Planning Director, submitted an application for a CAMA Minor Permit, a copy of which
is attached.
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28.
As part of the CAMA Minor Permit Process, notice of the proposed development was sent
to both adjacent riparian owners, the Thextons and Walls. Additionally, notice of the project was
posted on site. DCM Received no objections regarding this project. The Thextons are seeking a
similar variance from this Commission, and are using the same consultants and agents.
29.
On December 18, 2016, DCM denied Petitioners’ CAMA Minor Permit application for the
elevation of the structure, finding that the proposed work was development within an AEC, but it
did not meet the applicable 60’ ocean erosion setback landward of the applicable measurement
line. Additionally, the proposed work was “replacement” and not “repair” less than 50% of the as
described by NCGS § 113A-103(5)b.(5) and 15A NCAC 7J .0210. A copy of the denial letter is
attached as an exhibit.
30.
Based on the October 25, 2016 location of the FLSNV, the applicable 60-foot ocean
erosion setback line passes through the landward portion of the house. The distance from the 60foot setback to the rear property line is approximately 53 feet. The depth of the house and
oceanfront deck are approximately 34 feet and 29 feet for a total of 63 feet in depth (the rear porch
does not appear to Staff to be structurally attached to the house), and so if the house were moved
landward to meet the setback, the rear of the house would extend approximately 10 feet past the
landward lot line. It is not clear if the deck could be made structurally separate from the deck in a
sound engineering way. The Town has a street-side setback of 7.5 feet.
31.
On December 28, 2016, Petitioners filed this variance request, a copy of which is attached,
seeking a variance from the applicable 60-foot ocean erosion setback in order to undertake the
work as proposed in order to elevate the structure within the existing footprint.
32.
On January 16, 2017, Petitioners provided notice of this variance request to the adjacent
riparian neighbors. If any comments are received by DCM before the variance hearing, DCM will
provide a copy of the comments to the Commission as part of the stipulated facts.
33.
Petitioners stipulate that their proposed development is contrary to 15A NCAC 7H .0305
and .3036 which set the ocean erosion setback line, and that their proposed development is not
“repair” and is “replacement” as those terms are defined by NCGS § 113A-103(5)b.(5) and 15A
NCAC 7J .0210

12
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Stipulated Exhibits:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.

Deed 4616/307
Pender Co. Tax Card for the Property
Ennis Property septic permit from 1995 (owner at the time was Costic)
FEMA repetitive loss statement for Ennis Property
Pender Co’s RFP- for consultant
Scope of Work with Consultant
Whitesell Resume
Whitesell Affidavit
Bartlett Resume
Engineer Joyner Resume
Engineer Company Description
Scope of Work by Joyner
Low Bid Summary- Goose Creek
12/5 Pender Resolution on Goose Creek
Ayers of Goose Creek Affidavit
2015 FEMA Hazard Mitigation Assistance Guidance excerpt and FEMA Unit 8 excerpt
CAMA Minor Permit Application for Ennis, including site surveys, notice, ocean hazard
notice form
CAMA Minor Permit Denial Letter
Powerpoint of site photos
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PETITIONERS’ and STAFFS’ POSITIONS

ATTACHMENT C

I.
Will strict application of the applicable development rules, standards, or orders
issued by the Commission cause the petitioner unnecessary hardships? If so, the petitioner
must identify the hardships.
Petitioner’s Position: Yes.
The NFIP-insured property has been affected by enough flooding events to have it considered a
Severe Repetitive Loss Property by FEMA. The petitioner has the opportunity to mitigate the
structure through grant funding which will bring the structure into compliance with the current
floodplain regulations. Funding under these projects reduces overall risk to the population and
structures while also reducing reliance on limited funds that may not be available after a disaster.
Staff’s Position: No.
In this difficult situation, upon review of the stipulated facts and Petitioners' argument, on balance,
Staff disagrees that the Petitioners will suffer an unnecessary hardship from strict application of
the Commission's oceanfront setback rules. While the narrow scope of the FEMA mitigation plan
may help to mitigate flood damage, it fails to address the effects of wind and waves on the Property
which are also stated concerns of the Commission through its Ocean Hazard Rules and its
Shoreline Erosion Policy Rules.
As the Commission's rules note, the area along the Atlantic Ocean shoreline is a natural hazard
area where, "because of their special vulnerability to erosion or other adverse effects of sand, wind,
and water, uncontrolled or incompatible development could unreasonably endanger life or
property. Ocean hazard areas include beaches, frontal dunes, inlet lands, and other areas in which
geologic, vegetative and soil conditions indicate a substantial possibility of excessive erosion or
flood damage." 15A NCAC 07H .0301 The Commission's rules further note the significance of
Ocean Hazard Areas in that "The primary causes of the hazards peculiar to the Atlantic shoreline
are the constant forces exerted by waves, winds, and currents upon the unstable sands that form
the shore. During storms, these forces are intensified and can cause significant changes in the
bordering landforms and to structures located on them." 15A NCAC 07H .0302.
As noted in these rules, the danger to structures along the Atlantic Ocean shoreline is not only
from flooding, but from wind, waves and currents as well. Petitioners' house has experienced
repetitive damage from flooding resulting flooding claims, though none has been "substantial
damage" as defined by FEMA, so the house has been repaired and not relocated or replaced. Earlier
repairs have been less than 50% of the structure's pre-storm value, and so have qualified as "repair"
and thus not "development" under CRC rules and so no permit was needed and the oceanfront
setback didn't come into play. While from a FEMA perspective, elevating the house within the
existing footprint in an attempt to mitigate future flood claims may make sense, even when the
cost to elevate the structure exceeds the tax value of the structure itself, the overall risk to the
structure from erosion is not being addressed. Based on this, Staff questions Petitioners' statement
that this mitigation "reduces overall risk to the population and structures while also reducing
14
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reliance on limited funds that may not be available after a disaster." How much risk to structures
does this actually reduce when the structure is already within the oceanfront erosion setback and
without further nourishment, might eventually be on the dry-sand beach? How much benefit comes
from spending $85,720 to protect a home built in 1958 which is valued at $60,296, simply by
elevating it? These are difficult calculations to make, and Staff has significant concerns that
spending money to mitigate only for flood damage misses other noted and significant hazards.
Staff note that this mitigation approach only deals with one of the hazards noted above. If
the elevation takes place, the structure will have higher, newer pilings. While this higher and
stronger foundation may be able to keep the structure above floodwaters, it does not address the
possibly of continued erosion of the vegetation line leading to the house becoming located on the
public dry-sand beach. This result is noted in the Commission's Shoreline Erosion policies,
specifically, at 15A NCAC 07M.0202(a), which requires that erosion responses do not interfere
with the public's use of the dry-sand beach. The policy directs that
The public right to use and enjoy the ocean beaches must be protected. The
protected uses include traditional recreational uses (such as walking, swimming,
surf-fishing, and sunbathing) as well as commercial fishing and emergency access
for beach rescue services. Private property rights to oceanfront properties including
the right to protect that property in ways that are consistent with public rights should
be protected. (b) Erosion response measures designed to minimize the loss of
private and public resources to erosion should be economically, socially, and
environmentally justified. Preferred response measures for shoreline erosion shall
include but not be limited to AEC rules, land use planning and land classification,
establishment of building setback lines, building relocation, subdivision regulations
and management of vegetation.
15A NCAC 07M .0202(a).
Finally, it is important to note that even if Topsail Beach had a static line exception, which it does
not because it does not have a long-term nourishment program, it wouldn’t change the result in
this case because the FLSNV on the site is landward of the static line.
In this case, the strict application of oceanfront setbacks should be supported by the Commission,
where "replacement" is proposed which does not meet the setback.
II.
Do such hardships result from conditions peculiar to the Petitioner’s property, such
as location, size, or topography of the property? Explain.
Petitioner’s Position: Yes.
The existing house (built in the 1960’s) is located on a lot that is susceptible to severe ocean
flooding during storm events. Although the Town of Topsail has a very successful beach
renourishment program in this area, the structure on property is still vulnerable unless mitigation
measures can be taken to protect it.

15
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Staff’s Position: No.
Staff doesn’t believe any hardships alleged by Petitioner result from conditions peculiar to the
property, such as location, size or topography. First, Staff believe Petitioners overstate when they
describe the Town’s “very successful beach renourishment program in this area.” Other than
occasional small-scale navigation dredging nourishment projects near New Topsail Inlet, there has
only been one, town-funded large-scale nourishment project in 2010. While a federal Storm
Damage Reduction Project was authorized and the FEIS was released in 1989, the project has not
been funded. In addition, the FLSNV is further landward than the static line (which is the FLSNV
location in 2010 before the large-scale project was undertaken), so despite large-scale nourishment
seven years ago, the vegetation has continued to retreat.
The Property is otherwise a typical oceanfront lot on Topsail Beach, as seen on photographs of the
Property and the larger vicinity. Like most oceanfront lots, without long-term nourishment projects
and even some with such projects, Petitioners’ lot is subject to ocean flooding. As Petitioners’ lot
is a typical oceanfront lot, Staff believe it has no peculiar conditions which cause any hardship.
III.

Do the hardships result from the actions taken by the Petitioner? Explain.

Petitioner’s Position: No.
The home’s location and existing elevation have created the hardship resulting in repeated flood
damage to real and personal property.
Staff’s Position: Yes.
When Petitioners just purchased this non-conforming property in 2016, they decided to voluntarily
participate in this flooding hazard mitigation/elevation program. As the goal of this program is to
mitigate future flood-related damage by elevation of the home, the consulting engineer chose to
elevate the house within the existing footprint and utilize some of the existing piles. Based on an
affidavit of the contractor Ron Akers of Goose Creek Construction, it would cost Petitioners an
additional $20,000 out-of-pocket to relocate the house further landward on the lot, in addition to
the FEMA funded $85,720 cost to simply elevate the house. While there is room on the lot to meet
the setback without a variance if the existing 29’ deep deck were made to be structurally separate
from the house, it would admittedly leave less room for a rear porch and parking, and may interfere
with the existing placement of the septic system, though the house could be moved back on the lot
a distance less than the setback and still meet local setbacks and have room for septic. The
Petitioners however, have not pursued relocating the structure further landward on the lot, citing
financial and geographic constraints. Staff does not agree that any hardships do not result from
actions taken by the Petitioners.

16
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IV.
Will the variance requested by the petitioner (1) be consistent with the spirit,
purpose, and intent of the rules, standards or orders issued by the Commission; (2) secure
the public safety and welfare; and (3) preserve substantial justice? Explain.
Petitioner’s Position: Yes.
The variance will allow the petitioner to properly mitigate probable subsequent repetitive flood
damage to the existing structure. The proposed work does not involve the expansion or upgrades
to the existing footprint. Elevation of the structure to the current standards will protect property
and residents. The preferred elevation method will actually reduce damage to the dunes and
associated vegetation that would certainly occur if the house was moved closer to Ocean
Boulevard. In addition, the current and any future owners will be required to maintain flood
insurance in perpetuity.
Staff’s Position: No.
Staff believes that, on balance, the variance requested by Petitioner is inconsistent with the spirit,
purpose, and intent of the Commission’s ocean erosion setback rules and its shoreline erosion
policies, because while the elevation may mitigate flooding damage in the future, staying within
the same footprint and not moving the house landward fails to address the other ocean hazards
associated with the Atlantic Ocean shoreline and noted in the Commission's rules, as described in
section I, above.
The variance may help to secure public safety and welfare by elevating the home within the
footprint, hopefully above any future flooding events, but may harm public safety and welfare at
the same time by reinforcing the current piling foundation and increasing the likelihood that the
house will remain standing on the dry-sand public beach after the vegetation line continues to
erode landward unless nourishment steps are taken by Topsail Beach.
The variance does not preserve substantial justice where it would be encouraging the use of
significant FEMA mitigation dollars to elevate a non-conforming structure already located near
the ocean hazards of the Atlantic Ocean shoreline but without proposing to move it further away
from the ocean hazards.

17
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ATTACHMENT D:
PETITIONERS’ VARIANCE REQUEST MATERIALS
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Appian Consulting Engineers, PA
154 Roundabout Ct. • PO Box 7966
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
Phone: (252) 972-7703 • Fax (252) 972-7638
bjoyner@appianengineers.com • www.appianengineers.com

BOBBY L. JOYNER, P.E.
President
Education

1974 Mathematics
1972 Civil Engineering Studies
1968 Associate Degree in Mechanical Engineering

Professional
Memberships

Professional Engineer – North Carolina, 1978, Virginia, 1979

Strengths

Professional
Experience

Creativity in problem solving, innovative, broad based experience in municipal, Civil and
Structural engineering, forensic engineering inspections.

PRIOR TO APPIAN
Experienced in wide range of civil, municipal, and structural projects. Responsible for
complete design, contract and construction administration of all public works projects for
City of Rocky Mount as Director of Engineering from 1982-1986. Extensive experience in
water transmission, sewer collection, and sewerage lift stations, roadway/street design
and rebuilding, building design, and hydrological studies and design of large complex
drainage systems. As City Engineer, he also established an on-site soils lab to provide
staff-based testing and evaluation of soils on City projects. Mr. Joyner as well as staff
inspectors were trained in soil testing and evaluation. The lab also provided testing of
private development work as it related to projects that would become part of city
maintenance. Experience prior to becoming City Engineer was in the capacity of Asst. City
Engineer, Traffic Engineer & Staff Engineer.
WITH APPIAN
Mr. Joyner opened Appian Consulting Engineers, PA in 1986. Since then, he has designed
many commercial and residential subdivisions, performed site design for hospitals and
schools, industrial sites, and large shopping centers. He also has extensive experience in
municipal engineering projects such as water distribution systems, booster pump stations,
elevated tanks, sewer rehabilitation and complex potable well/tank systems for industrial
and rural school applications. Most recently he was responsible, from conception to
completion, for site, grading, drainage, and utility design for a 1.2 million SF Universal Leaf
Tobacco Processing Plant located on a 1000-acre site in Nash County, NC and a 1 million
SF QVC Distribution Facility in located in Edgecombe County. Mr. Joyner has been
employed by various industries to solve drainage problems relating to both large roofs
and site related issues in NC and SC.
He has experience in retrofit roofing surveys, design, and inspections and structural
investigations, water distribution system modeling and analysis, HEC 1 & HEC 2 Flood
studies, levee and floodwall design, flood pumps, and NFIP FEMA Map Amendments.
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Mr. Joyner has been involved with the EDA grant process at all stages of project
development including assisting with the preparation of pre-application, meeting with
EDA and governmental officials in preliminary phases, assisting with the grant application,
complete project design and project administration/execution in conformance with EDA
regulations.
STRUCTURAL
Mr. Joyner is the principal structural Engineer for Appian providing design services for
bridges, buildings, and municipal infrastructure such as box culverts, deep drainage
structures, etc.
Residential and Commercial Inspections: Mr. Joyner has conducted in excess of 3000
residential, commercial and industrial inspections in North Carolina and Virginia with an
emphasis on cause and effect. Forensic investigations often focus on the structure as a
whole which may include air quality testing and the contribution of the HVAC to air
quality, structural analysis, exterior grading and drainage plans, partial site topographical
surveys, and soils investigation.
Hurricane Elevation Raisings: Since 1999, Appian has partnered with Holland Consulting
Planners, Wilmington, NC to provide structural inspection and design of foundation
systems for more than 200 homes that had been approved for elevating. These homes,
approved for Federal assistance, were flooded during a number of Hurricanes. The
Counties include Hyde, Pamlico, New Hanover, and Beaufort Counties.
Expert Witness: Mr. Joyner is often employed by Insurance Companies and Attorneys to
perform inspections and provide expert testimony on cases involving both residential and
commercial structures.
PATENTS
1. Holds 3 U. S. patents from the US Patent Office on the following:
A. Industrial Splash Pad – Patent No. 7,052,212: The Industrial Splashpad is
designed to kill the energy from downspouts serving large roof areas, distribute
the flow over a wide ogee spillway, and then deposit the flow nearly parallel to
the ground at very low non-erosive velocities. 65 of the prototype pads were
first installed at Universal Leaf Tobacco’s 1.2 million square foot tobacco
processing plant. The splashpad is being manufactured and distributed locally.
Manufactured from high density polyethylene, the first units are scheduled to
come off line in 2013. A second patent was applied for in the summer of 2012
and involved significant improvements to the original patent. Also, the second
patent included unique Splashpads for middle-range roofs (i.e. commercial).
B.

Method of Using High Carbon Coal Ash for Treatment of Stormwater Runoff –
Patent No. 7,311,844: Research conducted by Virginia Tech in 2008. Treatment
system significantly reduces Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and other constituents from
stormwater runoff. Field trials will be underway shortly

C.

Method of Using High Carbon Coal Ash for Treatment of Domestic Wastewater
– Patent No. 7,455,780: Research conducted by Virginia Tech in 2008. Tertiary
treatment system of domestic waste significantly reduces Nitrogen, Phosphorus,
and other constituents and polishes effluent prior to placement in underground
nitrification field.

D. Patents Pending:
Two patents pending in stormwater management
(information relating to these two pending patents is proprietary).
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OTHER
1.

Book Authored: Authored a book in 2006 titled “10 Successful Steps to Successfully
Developing a Public Facilities Manual.” Like the manual, the book is sold at trade
shows and can be purchased on-line.

2.

MuniSPEC – A Municipal Public Facilities Manual: Authored and copyrighted
(Registration Number TXu 1-788-389, February 7, 2011) a state-of-the-art Manual of
Specifications, Standards and Design that is marketed to municipalities. The manual,
a 1,200+ page document, includes Standard Municipal Specifications, 150 to 225
pages of standard Public Works Details, and an extensive design developed by Appian
that covers:

©

Municipal Design Manual Elements:
a. Municipal street design Manual (which includes soils evaluation and analysis
of traffic loads),
b. Segmental Retaining Wall Design,
c. Boardwalk & Footbridge Design,
d. Water Distribution, Gravity Sewer, Pressure Sewer, and Sanitary Sewer Pump
Station Design Manual,
e. Traffic Calming (design and measures),
f. Traffic Impact Analysis, and
g. Stormwater Design: Stormwater design covers hydrological analysis,
hydraulic design of surface and subsurface piped systems, BMP design,
nutrient management and Low Impact Design (LID) considerations. The
stormwater design section provides the minimum design requirements and
methods required of a designer when designing systems that will be
reviewed and taken over for maintenance by a municipality.
Example problems are provided throughout the entire design section.
The Manual, tailored to the municipality, is offered in hardcopy, searchable CD, or
web format. The Manual is marketed nationwide and shown at public works
tradeshows annually. Some of our clients include: the City of Wilson, NC, the City of
Greenville, the Town of Clayton, NC, Orange Water and Sewer Authority (OWASA),
NC; the Town of Wake Forest, NC, Kittrell Water Association, Kittrell, NC, The City of
Durham, and others.
©

In addition, Appian has set up MuniSPEC as a user-friendly interactive and
searchable digital file that uploads to both the web and iPads.
3.

Public Works Details Drawing Base: Developed a comprehensive in-house library of
standard public works details in AutoCAD format. The drawing base is comprised of
over 2000 separate details for water, streets, drainage, sewer, traffic calming, BMP’s
and erosion. Rarely seen in civil/municipal projects, the details we offer are in
exploded view and isometric. The details, used extensively by municipalities and
private engineering firms across the nation, are available for purchase from Appian.
Our catalogue of details also includes a large number of NCDOT standard details in
AutoCAD format; drawings generated by our CAD staff directly from NCDOT drawings.

4.

Precasters Catalogues: As a direct result of our efforts in conveying structures in
isometric and exploded view formats, Appian has developed manufacturer’s
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catalogues (hard copy and CD) for concrete precasting companies and plastic septic
tank manufacturers located all over the United States. Some of these catalogues are
rendered in color. A unique feature we offer is a standard detail of a specific tank line
(e.g. septic, pump, or grease trap) that uses a database to automatically fill in the
dimensions, and displays volume, weight, and product number. For grease traps, we
provide a separate spreadsheet that computes the average and maximum flow,
storage volume and maximum grease volume (based on the uniform plumbing code
method). The designer need only select the desired tank size and the drawing
instantaneously provides all necessary data for the drawing to be used as a shop
drawing or for submittal.
5.

Seminar Speaker: Mr. Joyner holds/teaches seminars on How to Develop Your Own
Public Facilities Manual for Public Works Directors and City Engineers; moisture
prevention in crawl spaces; and mold detection and prevention in new and existing
construction.
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Appian Consulting Engineers, PA
Post Office Box 7966
154 Roundabout Court
Rocky Mount, NC 27084
www.AppianEngineers.com

Bobby L, Joyner, PE, President
252.972.7703, phone
252.972.7638, fax
bjoyner@appianengineers.com

Appian Consulting Engineers, P.A. is an engineering design firm structured to serve North Carolina and
southeastern Virginia with our office located in Rocky Mount, North Carolina. Appian has been a reliable
presence in eastern North Carolina since its inception in 1986 by its owner and President Bobby L. Joyner,
PE. Mr. Joyner’s experience is extensive in the area of municipal engineering and design as he worked for
the City of Rocky Mount for more than 18 years, with the last four years as the Director of Engineering.
Our team’s extensive multi-disciplinary experience will ensure that all construction work is performed in
conformance with safety requirements, contract requirements, and quality control/ quality assurance
practices. Appian will work closely with all parties involved to ensure that a superior construction product is
delivered on time and within budget. Hourly rates are attached.

The Appian Team
The Appian Team will consist of the following personnel providing exceptional expertise:

Bobby L. Joyner, P.E., President: Mr. Joyner obtained his Civil Engineering Diploma in 1972 and became a
professional engineer in 1978. He has extensive experience in municipal engineering and planning as he
worked for the City of Rocky Mount as the Rocky Mount City Engineer (1982-1986) and in the engineering
department for more than 18 years. Mr. Joyner has more than three decades of experience in design for
FMA, HGMP, SRL, CDBG, municipal, industrial, commercial and residential projects including structural and
retrofit design, water system distribution, drainage improvements, sewer rehabilitation and sewage pump
station design, pier and bridge design, wave modeling, and flood studies. Mr. Joyner provides forensic
studies on both mold and crawl space moisture control in commercial and residential buildings. Recognized
as an expert in NC and VA, consultants and attorneys frequently refer their clients to Appian for
investigations, design and expert testimony in court cases. In addition to acquiring three patents, he has
authored a state of the art Manual of Specifications, Standards and Design, which Appian has developed for
numerous cities in Virginia and North Carolina. He was involved in all of Appian’s projects listed below. Mr.
Joyner will be the Project Engineer and Inspector (as needed) for the project.

David C. Revoir, P.E.: Bringing experience from Maryland
State Highway Administration and Greenhorne & O’Mara, Mr.
Revoir has a broad range of experience in CDBG, municipal,
industrial, commercial and residential projects including
water distribution analysis, street design, stormwater
modeling, sewer design, and erosion control. Mr. Revoir
routinely leads projects through conceptual layout, detailed
design,
permitting,
contract
bidding,
construction
administration and as-built certification. He is adept at
providing railroad design, no-net rise flood studies,
SWPPP/SPCC Plans, and swimming pool compliance for the
Virginia-Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act. Contributing
Pender County 2014 FMA Engineering Services Proposal

“The construction drawings and specifications
that your firm produces are detailed and
comprehensive and portray a thorough
understanding of the construction process. As
a matter of fact, the U.S. Department of
Commerce
Economic
Development
Administration will be using your firm’s
specifications and contract documents as the
model for other engineering firms to follow...”
Milton Cochran, Sr.
US Department of Commerce
Economic Development Administration
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author for Stormwater Design for the Manual of Specifications, Standards and Design, Mr. Revoir is the
engineer for Franklin County Stormwater Review. He has extensive experience with stormwater modeling,
stormwater BMP design and writing municipal stormwater ordinances. He is a Sustainable Land
Development International (SLDI) Associate Member and LEED Accredited Professional (LEED AP
Building Design + Construction) with the U.S. Green Building Council. Mr. Revoir’s responsibility
on this project will be that of project manager.

Michael Gallina, Jr., CAD Manager: Mr. Gallina has been with Appian for more than 21 years and has
extensive experience in creating master plans, site plans, street plans, and profiles, water and sewer lines,
grading, and erosion sedimentation control, construction plans, utility plans and staking plans. He has also
developed both 3D and isometric details on all our plans to clearly convey the intent of the detail to those in
the trenches. As a result, Appian developed catalogues for a number of national precast manufacturers,
including: NC Precast (Hanson, Needville, TX), Fralo Plastics (Syracuse, NY), Dellinger (Mecklenburg County,
NC), Mack Industries (Sharpsburg, NC and Valley City, OH), Albuquerque Vault (Albuquerque, NM) and Ideal
Precast (Raleigh, NC).
Appian will strive to maintain equal participation of Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBEs) and to utilize
DBE’s to the maximum extent as possible. Appian will use Small Business Administration (SBA) information
and other agencies to determine and develop a list of local DBE’s qualified for this project. We are
committed to advancing the Historically Underutilized Business community.

Engineering & Project Experience
Appian has extensive experience with many municipalities ranging from small to large projects, involving a
full range of engineering services. As you can see below, Appian has been involved in a plethora of similar
projects in eastern North Carolina for the past three decades:

APPIAN’S FLOOD MITIGATION WORK INCLUDES:
Residential Elevation Raising Projects:
Craven County
Beaufort County
Carolina Beach
Pamlico County
Hyde County
Washington, NC
Belhaven, NC
Some of the Most Recent Projects:
Pender/ Onslow County House Raising and Foundation Plans (2013)
Craven County 2015/16 (FY 13) FMA
Pamlico County 2015/16 HMGP
Beaufort County 2014 HMGP
Beaufort County 2013 HMGP
Beaufort County 2012 PDM
Beaufort County FY 2010 SRL Program and Hurricane Irene HMGP
Beaufort County SRL Program FY 2008
Beaufort County Isabel HMGP Grant FY 2006

Pender County 2014 FMA Engineering Services Proposal
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Carolina Beach HMGP 2009 (New Hanover County)
Hyde County 2012 PDM
Hyde County 2013 HMGP
Hyde County 2014 HMGP
RELATED STRUCTURAL WORK INCLUDES:
1.
Residential & Commercial Forensic Investigations:
 Mr. Joyner has performed over 2500+ residential structural inspections; many of which related to
foundation problems. His charge was to determine cause and provide recommendations and/or design
documents for foundation stabilization/repair.
 Design pre- and post-construction helical piering plans for both residential and commercial buildings
throughout NC & VA. This particularly includes HMGP elevation raisings in high wind zones.
 Mr. Joyner has extensive soils experience having managed and overseen soils testing services while
employed with the City of Rocky Mount and as a branch of Appian Consulting Engineers.
2.

Examples of other types of foundation design include:
 Building & Foundation design for Engineered Metal buildings for Industrial, Commercial, Churches,
Municipal and Private companies/individuals.
 Asphalt Batch Plants Foundations
 Drying Towers Foundations
 Microwave Antenna Guy foundations (using helical piers)
 Drying Pits
 Rail loading facilities (dump pits, push walls, etc.)
 Conveyor trusses and foundations for same
 Grain Silo foundations

3.

Design, Contract Documents, Specifications & Project Management Examples:
 Craven County CDBG Contingency Infrastructure
 Craven County CDBG-CR
 Craven County Stormwater Ordinance
 Site Drainage Mitigation Plan 2013 for QVC Distribution warehouse, Florence, SC,
 Nash County CDBG 2010: Drake Community Center
 Town of Wake Forest Street Paving Program 2009-2011
 Town of Wake Forest Street Paving Program 2012/2013
 City of Rocky Mount Candlewood Road Culvert Replacement 2015
 City of Rocky Mount Wastewater Treatment Plant Sludge Pumping Station (2 stations) 2013
 City of Rocky Mount Fleet Maintenance Tire Repair Facility 2013
 City of Rocky Mount Annexations Infrastructure 2009-2011
 City of Raleigh WWTP Maintenance Facility 2013
 City of Henderson CDBG-HD 2007
 City of Henderson CDBG 2005

4.

Related Contract Document Experience: Appian authored & copyrighted a Public Facilities Manual
developed specifically for Engineering & Public Works Departments. Some of the municipalities that have
our manuals include:
 City of Wilson Manual of Specifications, Standards and Design 2008 with annual updates
 Town of Clayton Manual of Specifications, Standards and Design
 City of Greenville Manual of Specifications, Standards and Design 2010
 City of Durham Manual of Specifications, Standards and Design 2012
 Town of Wake Forest Manual of Specifications, Standards, and Design 2000 & 2012 updates
 OWASA W&S Manual of Specifications, Standards and Design

Pender County 2014 FMA Engineering Services Proposal
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OTHER ARCHITECTURAL/STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING PROJECTS PERFORMED BY APPIAN:













ABC Store – Beaufort County
ABC Store – Atlantic Beach
ABC Store – Cape Carteret
Edgecombe County Farm Bureau
(Tarboro)
Sara Lee (Tarboro), 2009
South Rocky Mount Community Center
Smith Creek Wastewater Treatment
Plant Maintenance Building 2013 (City
of Raleigh)
Edwards Crane Steel Fabrication
Complex
QVC Distribution Center High Roof
Drainage
Nash Community College Culinary Arts
Shelter
Red Oak Volunteer Fire Depart Cast-inplace UG water storage tank
















Performance Small Engine Center
Southside Baptist Church, 2014
Church on the Rise
Golden East Mall Expansion
Terminix Conference Center
Whitakers Business Center Shell Building
OIC for the City of Rocky Mount
Coopers Volunteer Fire Department
Englewood Baptist Church in Roanoke
Rapids
Eyemart, Durham, NC
Retaining Wall (NC 98 By Pass)
City of Rocky Mount L&M Stemmery
Building (SSMR Roof repair)
Nash Community College Maintenance
Facility Expansion.
Sylvan Water Fowl Visitor Center

Appian has extensive experience in elevation raising
projects; specifically for Hurricane Isabel and Hurricane
Irene though much of the latter has focused on structural
inspections, elevation design relating to repairs and
recovery. Elevation raising projects have been performed in
Craven County, New Hanover County, Beaufort County,
Carolina Beach, Pamlico County, Hyde County, Belhaven
and Washington. In addition, we assisted in repairs,
recovery and elevation raisings for projects relating to
Hurricane Fran and Floyd though not through the Severe
Repetitive Loss Hazard Mitigation Grant Programs.

Elevation Raising
Belhaven, NC

PROPOSED SCOPE OF SERVICES:
Obtain elevation certificates from licensed surveyors and determined the final finished floor elevation based
on the BFE plus the applicable locally required freeboard.






Compile an engineering report on each structure and make recommendations to the program
administrator as to whether or not the structure could either economically or structurally be elevated.
Detailed photographic survey of structure will be made logging
locations and types of existing distress observed during the initial
inspection.
Inspect each house (attic framing, interior, exterior and crawl
space). If areas of the crawl space are inaccessible, we can send in
our “Spiderbot” camera to inspect the inaccessible areas (photo at
right).
Obtain field measurements of the interior, exterior and crawl space
of each house. After a comprehensive load analysis (wind and

Pender County 2014 FMA Engineering Services Proposal
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gravity loads), and using field notes and inspection findings, develop new foundation plans. From the
engineered drawings, prepare construction documents which include:
o Existing and proposed foundation plan, foundation and floor framing notes, and construction
details (connecting existing wall to the new floor, piling/ floor framing connection, cross
bracing, etc.).
Construction Phase:
 Appian will provide limited on-site inspection and review of Contractor’s work at the request of the
County, including written documentation that the completed foundation and accesses were properly
constructed.
 Depending on the conditions exposed during demolition, modify plans as needed to adapt to latent
field discoveries. In most cases Appian’s engineers are able to evaluate the soils and render an opinion
as to suitability or recommend subgrade improvements necessary to stabilize a weak subgrade. For
difficult projects, we call in a Geotechnical Engineer.
Sample plan excerpts from both previous Beaufort County and Carolina Beach elevation projects are
included in this proposal.
Hurricane Isabel & Irene HMGP Elevation Projects:
Appian performed a pre-elevation inspection of each structure, provided a technical feasibility analysis for
structures requiring design modifications, developed foundation drawings and specifications based on the
NC Residential Building Code and provided on-site inspections and review of contractor’s work as needed.
Appian engaged in contracts with Beaufort County, Carolina Beach, Pamlico County, Hyde County, and the
Town of Belhaven, elevating more than 150 houses in NC coastal regions.

Elevation Raising
Carolina Beach HMGP 2009
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Featured Projects & Capabilities
Ocean Ridge Village:

Appian provided complete structural
design for a number of new single family beachfront dwellings in
North Topsail Island (135 mph wind zone design speed, a finished
floor elevation two feet above the 100 BFE, knock out panels, flood
vents, deck assemblies isolated from the main structure, corrosion
resistant fasteners, and bracing/reinforcing for pilings, tall walls,
window jack studs, headers, etc.).

City of Rocky Mount Tar River Bikeway
Appian provided design for the TarRiver Bikeway in Rocky Mount, NC:
providing
topographical
survey,
grading plans, HEC-2 studies, no-net
rise certification, and design of both a
cantilevered aluminum bridge and
the iconic timber arch bridge. The
timber arch suspension bridge (right)
was part of the Tar-River Bikeway
project we designed for the City, and
was erected in 2001. The bridge has
the World Record for Timber Arch
Bridge Span of 220 feet, which is 40
feet longer than the next longest
span. The bridges were part of more
than two (2) miles of scenic bike
paths and elevated timber walkways for which Appian provided plans and permitting along the Tar River.
This Tar River Greenway Trail runs along its namesake and passes through several city landmarks. Flood
studies of the Tar River were required for both structures.

Craven County CDBG-CR 2008: Holland Consulting Planners contacted Appian in 2008 to provide a
Preliminary Engineering Report (PER) with construction cost estimates for the Community Revitalization
Project in James City, NC. The project consists of establishing the existing road right-of-way, 1,420 LF of
street paving, 1,200 LF of 6” watermain, 850 LF of 2” sewer forcemain relocation, storm drainage, and
rehabilitation by replacement of existing sewer tank effluent pumping (STEP) systems. This includes
coordination with various governmental agencies including: NCDENR Land Quality, NCDENR Division of
Water Quality, NCDENR CAMA, NCDOT, NC Railroad and Norfolk-Southern. Craven County awarded the
design, surveying, construction administration, and inspections to Appian.
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Manuals of Specifications, Standards and Design
With user-friendly isometric and exploded views of each detail, City staff and Contractors know exactly
what’s expected… at a glance. Appian has partnered with numerous municipalities to provide the technical
expertise to a public facilities manual using our Copyrighted MuniSpec© data base. We provide: standard
details and specifications, design modules (streets, water, sewer, storm drainage, flexible pavement, etc.),
and policies. The City-specific Manual of Specifications, Standard Details and Design is developed by former
city engineers for city engineers and public works officials.
Typical Features of Manuals we Provide:
1. User friendly
2. Contains latest ASTM, AASHTO and AWWA Specification
3. Searchable (in editable and uneditable versions), iPad friendly version
4. FREE Web Hosting of Manual
5. Isometric and Exploded views on all details
6. Details are hyperlinked to Specs
7. Table of Contents is hyperlinked to text
8. Optional update service.
9. Specifications are detailed in execution and product description
10. Pre-approved product list

“None of the other firms we
talked to had a Municipal
Manual
that
was
as
comprehensive, detailed and
easily customized to our needs.
The standard details are great.”
Tom Wilson, PE
Director of Streets
City of Lynchburg, VA

Municipalities to whom we have provided
a copyrighted Manual of Specifications,
Standards and Design include:
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City of Durham (UC)
City of Wilson
City of Jacksonville
Town of Wake Forest
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County, Carrboro, Chapel Hill and
UNC at Chapel Hill
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Details for Pre-Cast Manufacturers
For the past 15 years, Appian has provided isometric and exploded
view details on our construction drawings and Public Facilities
Manuals; the purpose being to clearly convey the intent of the detail
to those in the trenches. Two-dimensional details can often be
confusing. As a result of precast manufacturers using our drawings
to prepare takeoffs for the contractor, the clarity and simplicity of
the details caught the eye of management. Appian was asked to
develop catalogues for a number of precasters on a national basis…
order their catalogue and you’ll see Appian’s name in the border of
every detail!
National Precast Manufacturer Catalogues Include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Carolina Precast (Hanson)
Fralo Plastics/ Roth Global (NY)
Dellinger (NC)
Mack Industries (NC, OH)
NC Pipe (TX)
Albuquerque Vault Company (NM)
Ideal Precast (NC)

Patents and Copyrights
Appian’s extraordinary breadth and depth of expertise is demonstrated by the fact that our company
president has three (3) patents with the United States Patent Office. The “Downspout Energy Dissipater
Splash Pad with Spillway” is an industrial sized splash pad on large industrial buildings with large roof areas
that has been used on several Appian projects. The “Method
“After 25 years of... construction, I can
of Treating Stormwater Runoff and Domestic Waste with Coal
genuinely say that I have never seen a more
Ash” is a “green” BMP that treats stormwater runoff and
complete, detailed, accurate and generally
domestic sewage using recycled high carbon coal ash (research
professional set of civil documents... Working
conducted and confirmed by Virginia Tech). Appian has been
with your firm has been one of those
designing site with recycled coal ash for more than 20 years,
experiences I will remember for the rest of
saving clients great expense while protecting the environment.
my career, and will set my future standard for
Appian also has one patent pending on a design to protect
judging excellence in civil engineering
consultants. It has truly been a pleasure.”
crawl space from mold decay due to crawl space high
humidity. Mr. Joyner has also authored a book entitled, “10
Thomas R. Gilcrest
Successful Steps to Successfully Developing a Public Facilities
Director, Design Build Services
Manual,” and is in the process of completing his second book,
Butler Construction
“Wholehouse Mold Solutions.”

Other
Appian is also on the NCDOT Prequalification Register of Hydraulic Design Studies and is regularly referred
to for industrial rail spur design by CSX Railroad.
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Current HMGP Workload
Pamlico County Hurricane Irene HMGP Elevation Projects:
Appian was selected by Pamlico County for the Hurricane Irene Hazard Mitigation Grant Program for the
elevation of approximately 44 residential structures in 2014. Design will be completed in the next few
months, and construction of all projects will be completed by August 2016.
Craven County FY 13-14 FMA Elevation Projects:
Craven County recently selected Appian for the Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) Program for the elevation
of approximately 17 residential structures. Design will be completed in the next several months, and
construction of all projects will be completed next year.

Legal
There are no lawsuits, Federal, State or Local tax liens, or any potential claims or liabilities pending against
Appian or any of the officers of our firms. In fact, in the past 29 years of the company’s existence, there has
never been a lawsuit filed against our firm for any reason.
Appian carries and maintains professional liability insurance.

Poised to Proceed
We look forward to serving Pender County on this project.

END OF RFP
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UNIT 8:
SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT AND
SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE
In this unit
This unit covers:
♦ The substantial improvement rule – how to regulate major additions and other improvements to buildings in the floodplain.
♦ The substantial damage rule – how to regulate reconstruction
and repairs to buildings that have been severely damaged.
♦ Exceptions to the basic rule for some special cases.
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INTRODUCTION
In previous units we focused on the rules and regulations that prevent or reduce damage from floods to new buildings. But what happens when the owner
wishes to make an improvement, such as an addition, to an existing building?
What if a building is damaged by a fire, flood or other cause?
Basic rule: If the cost of improvements or the cost to repair the damage
exceeds 50 percent of the market value of the building, it must
be brought up to current floodplain management standards.

That means an existing building must meet the requirements for new construction.
People who own existing buildings that are being substantially improved will
be required to make a major investment in them in order to bring them into compliance with the law. They will not be happy. If the buildings have just been
damaged, they will be financially strapped and your elected officials will want to
help them, not make life harder for them.
For these reasons, it is easy to see that this basic rule can be difficult to administer. It is also the one time when your regulatory program can reduce flood
damage to existing buildings. That’s why this course devotes this unit to administering the substantial improvements and substantial damage regulations.
In this course, the term “building” is the same as the term “structure” in the NFIP
regulations. Your ordinance may use either term. The terms are reviewed in
more detail in Unit 5, Section E.

Substantial Improvement/Damage
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A. SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT
44 CFR 59.1. Definitions: “Substantial improvement” means any reconstruction,
rehabilitation, addition or other improvement to a structure, the total cost of which
equals or exceeds 50 percent of the market value of the structure before the start
of construction of the improvement.

This section addresses many clarifications and a few exceptions related to
substantial improvements.

PROJECTS AFFECTED
All building improvement projects worthy of a permit must be considered.
These include:
♦ Remodeling projects.
♦ Rehabilitation projects.
♦ Building additions.
♦ Repair and reconstruction projects (these are addressed in more detail in
Section B on substantial damage)
If your community does not require permits for, say, reroofing, minor maintenance or projects under a certain dollar amount, then such projects are not subject
to the substantial improvement requirements. However, if you have a larger project that includes reroofing, etc., then it must include the entire cost of the project.
One problem you may face is a builder trying to sneak through a loophole by
applying for a permit for only part of the job and then later applying for another
permit to finish the work. If both applications are together worth more than 50%
of the value of the building, the combined project should be considered a substantial improvement and subject to the rules.
FEMA requires that the entire improvement project be counted as one. In order to help you enforce this, you may want to count all applications submitted
over, say, one year as one project. Check with your attorney on whether your
ordinance clearly gives you the authority to do this and be sure to spell it out in
the permit papers given to the applicant.
Some communities require that improvements be calculated cumulatively over
several years. All improvement and repair projects undertaken over a period of
five years, 10 years or the life of the structure are added up. When they total 50
percent, the building must be brought into compliance as if it were new construction.

Substantial Improvement/Damage
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The Community Rating System credits keeping track of
improvements to enforce a cumulative substantial improvement requirement. It also credits using a lower threshold than
50 percent. These credits are found under Activity 430,
Section 431.c and d in the CRS Coordinator’s Manual and
the CRS Application. See also CRS Credit for Higher Regulatory Standards for example regulatory language.
Post-FIRM buildings
The rules do not address only pre-FIRM buildings—they cover all buildings,
post-FIRM ones included.
In most cases, a post-FIRM building will be properly elevated or otherwise
compliant with regulations for new construction. However, sometimes a map
change results in a higher BFE or change in FIRM zone. A substantial improvement to a post-FIRM building may require that the building be elevated to protect
it from the new, higher, regulatory BFE.
It should be remembered that all additions to a post-FIRM building must be
elevated at least as high as the BFE in effect when the building was built. (You
can’t allow a compliant building to become noncompliant by allowing additions
at grade.) If a new, higher BFE has been adopted since the building was built,
additions that are substantial improvements must be elevated to the new BFE.

THE FORMULA
A project is a substantial improvement if:
Cost of improvement project > 50 percent
Market value of the building
For example, if a proposed improvement project will cost $30,000 and the
value of the building is $50,000:
$30,000 = 0.6 (60 percent)
$50,000
The cost of the project exceeds 50 percent of the building’s value, so it is a
substantial improvement. The floodplain regulations for new construction apply
and the building must meet the post-FIRM construction requirements. If the
project is an addition, only the addition has to be elevated (see the examples later
in this section).
The formula is based on the cost of the project and the value of the building.
These two numbers must be reviewed in detail.

Substantial Improvement/Damage
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Project cost
The cost of the project means all structural costs, including
♦ all materials
♦ labor
♦ built-in appliances
♦ overhead
♦ profit
♦ repairs made to damaged parts of the building worked on at the same time
A more detailed list is included in Figure 8-1.
To determine substantial improvement, you need a detailed cost estimate for
the project, prepared by a licensed general contractor, professional construction
estimator or your office.
Your office must review the estimate submitted by the permit applicant. To
verify it, you can use your professional judgment and knowledge of local and
regional construction costs, or you can use building code valuation tables published by the major building code groups. These tables can be used for
determining estimates for particular replacement items if the type of structure in
question is listed in the tables.
There are two exemptions to calculating the cost of an improvement or repair
project: 1) improvements to correct code violations and 2) historic buildings.
These are explained in more detail later on.
Market value
In common parlance, market value is the price a willing buyer and seller agree
upon. The market value of a structure reflects its original quality, subsequent
improvements, physical age of building components and current condition.
However, market value for property can be different than that of the building
itself. Market value of developed property varies widely due to the desirability of
its location. For example, two houses of similar size, quality and condition will
have far different prices if one is on the coast, or in the best school district, or
closer to town than the other—but the value of the building materials and labor
that went into both houses will be nearly the same.
For the purposes of determining substantial improvement, market value pertains only to the structure in question. It does not pertain to the land, landscaping
or detached accessory structures on the property. Any value resulting from the
location of the property should be attributed to the value of the land, not the
building.
Substantial Improvement/Damage
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Items to be included
— All structural elements, including:
— Spread or continuous foundation footings and pilings
— Monolithic or other types of concrete slabs
— Bearing walls, tie beams and trusses
— Floors and ceilings
— Attached decks and porches
— Interior partition walls
— Exterior wall finishes (brick, stucco, siding) including painting and moldings
— Windows and doors
— Reshingling or retiling a roof
— Hardware
— All interior finishing elements, including:
— Tiling, linoleum, stone, or carpet over subflooring
— Bathroom tiling and fixtures
— Wall finishes (drywall, painting, stucco, plaster, paneling, marble, etc.)
— Kitchen, utility and bathroom cabinets
— Built-in bookcases, cabinets, and furniture
— Hardware
— All utility and service equipment, including:
— HVAC equipment
— Plumbing and electrical services
— Light fixtures and ceiling fans
— Security systems
— Built-in kitchen appliances
— Central vacuum systems
— Water filtration, conditioning, or recirculation systems
— Cost to demolish storm-damaged building components
--- Labor and other costs associated with moving or altering undamaged building
components to accommodate improvements or additions
--- Overhead and profits
Items to be excluded
—
—
—
—
—

Plans and specifications
Survey costs
Permit fees
Post-storm debris removal and clean up
Outside improvements, including:
— Landscaping
— Sidewalks
— Fences
— Yard lights
— Swimming pools
— Screened pool enclosures
— Detached structures (including garages, sheds and gazebos)
— Landscape irrigation systems
Figure 8-1. Items included in calculating cost of the project
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Acceptable estimates of market value can be obtained from these sources:
♦ An independent appraisal by a professional appraiser. The appraisal must
exclude the value of the land and not use the “income capitalization approach” which bases value on the use of the property, not the structure.
♦ Detailed estimates of the structure’s actual cash value—the replacement
cost for a building, minus a depreciation percentage based on age and
condition. For most situations, the building’s actual cash value should approximate its market value. Your community may prefer to use actual cash
value as a substitute for market value, especially where there is not sufficient data or enough comparable sales.
♦ Property appraisals used for tax assessment purposes with an adjustment
recommended by the tax appraiser to reflect market conditions (adjusted
assessed value).
♦ The value of buildings taken from NFIP claims data (usually actual cash
value).
♦ Qualified estimates based on sound professional judgment made by the
staff of the local building department or tax assessor’s office.
Some market value estimates are often used only as screening tools (i.e., NFIP
claims data and property appraisals for tax assessment purposes) to identify those
structures where the substantial improvement ratios are obviously less than or
greater than 50 percent (i.e., less than 40 percent or greater than 60 percent). For
structures that fall in the 40 percent to 60 percent range, more precise market
value estimates are sometimes necessary.

Substantial Improvement/Damage
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SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT EXAMPLES
Example 1. Minor rehabilitation
A rehabilitation is defined as an improvement made to an existing structure
which does not affect the external dimensions of the structure.
If the cost of the rehabilitation is less than 50 percent of the structure’s market
value, the building does not have to be elevated or otherwise protected. However,
it is advisable to incorporate methods to reduce flood damage, such as use of
flood-resistant materials and installation of electrical, heating and air conditioning
units above the BFE.
Figure 8-2 shows a building that had a small rehabilitation project. Central air
conditioning was installed and the electrical system was upgraded. The value of
the building before the project was $60,000. The value of the project was
$12,000:
$12,000 = 0.2 (20 percent) The project costs less than 50 percent of the

$60,000 building, so this is not a substantial improvement.
Figure 8-2. Minor rehabilitations use flood-resistant methods and materials.
Neither structure would benefit from post-FIRM flood insurance rates because
they are not elevated.

Note: To gauge what happens to flood insurance premiums if a substantially
improved building is not brought up to post-FIRM standards, see Figures 7-7
through 7-12.
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Example 2. Substantial rehabilitation
If the rehab costs more than 50 percent of the value of the building, your ordinance requires that an existing structure be elevated and/or the basement filled to
meet the elevation standard.
Figure 8-3 shows a building that has been allowed to run down. It’s market
value is $35,000. To rehab it will require gutting the interior and replacing all
wallboard, built-in cabinets, bathroom fixtures and furnace. The interior doors and
flooring will be repaired. The house will get new siding and a new roof. The cost
of this rehab will be $25,000:
$25,000 = 71.4 percent
$35,000

Because total cost of the project is greater
than 50 %the rehab is a substantial improvement

Figure 8-3. substantially rehabilitated building elevated above the BFE.
In A Zones, elevation may be on fill, crawlspace, columns, etc. In V Zones, only pilings, columns or other open foundations are allowed. The new structure would benefit
from post-FIRM flood insurance rates.
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Example 3. Lateral addition—residential
Additions are improvements that increase the square footage of a structure.
Commonly, this includes the structural attachment of a bedroom, den, recreational
room garage or other type of addition to an existing structure.
When an addition is a substantial improvement, the addition must be elevated
or floodproofed, providing that improvements to the existing structure are minimal. Figures 8-4 and 8-5 illustrate lateral additions that are compliant.
Depending on the flood zone and details of the project, the existing building
may not have to be elevated. The determining factors are the common wall and
what improvements are made to the existing structure. If the common wall is
demolished as part of the project, then the entire structure must be elevated. If
only a doorway is knocked through it and only minimal finishing is done, then
only the addition has to be elevated.
In A Zones only, if significant improvements are made to the existing structure (such as a kitchen makeover), both it and the addition must be elevated and
otherwise brought into compliance. Some states and many communities require
that both the existing structure and lateral additions be elevated in all cases.
In V Zones, the existing structure always has to be elevated, placed on an engineered foundation system, etc., when an addition is proposed that constitutes a
substantial improvement. This is due to the “free-of obstruction” standard
whereby the lower existing structure would obstruct the storm surge, causing
damage to the addition.

Figure 8-4. Lateral additions to a residential building in an A Zone.
In V Zones, the entire building must be elevated on pilings, columns or other open
foundations. The structure on the left would not benefit from post-FIRM flood insurance
rates because it was not elevated.
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Example 4. Lateral addition—nonresidential
A substantial improvement addition to a nonresidential building may be either
elevated or floodproofed. Otherwise, all the criteria for residential buildings
reviewed in Example 3 must be met.
If floodproofing is used, the builder must ensure that the wall between the addition and the original building is floodproofed. Floodproofing is not allowed as a
construction measure in V Zones.

Figure 8-5. Lateral addition to a nonresidential building in an A Zone.
This approach is not allowed in V Zones. The structure would not benefit from postFIRM flood insurance rates because the original building was not elevated or floodproofed.
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Example 5. Vertical addition—residential
When the proposed substantial improvement is a full or partial second floor,
the entire structure must be elevated (Figure 8-6). In this instance, the existing
building provides the foundation for the addition. Failure of the existing building
would result in failure of the addition, too.

Figure 8-6. Vertical addition to a residential building in a V Zone.
The new structure would benefit from post-FIRM flood insurance rates.
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Example 6. Vertical addition—nonresidential
When the proposed substantial improvement is a full or partial second floor,
the entire structure must be elevated or floodproofed (Figure 8-7).
The owner could obtain post-FIRM rates on the building if it is floodproofed
to one foot above the BFE and he has a floodproofing certificate signed by a
registered engineer. An optional approach is to elevate the entire building and
obtain an elevation certificate.

Figure 8-7. Vertical addition to a nonresidential building in an A Zone.
The new floodproofed structure would benefit from post-FIRM flood insurance rates.
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Example 7. Post-FIRM building—minor addition
ALL additions to post-FIRM buildings are defined as new construction and
must meet the requirements of your floodplain management ordinance regardless
of the size or cost of the addition (Figure 8-8). A small addition to a residential
structure must be elevated at least as high as the BFE in effect when the building
was built.
If a map revision has taken place and the BFE has increased, only additions
that are substantial improvements have to be elevated to the new BFE.

Figure 8-8. Small additions to post-FIRM buildings must be elevated.
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Example 8. Post-FIRM building—substantial improvement
Substantial improvements made to a post-FIRM structure must meet the requirements of the current ordinance. Figure 8-9 shows a lateral addition made
after a map revision took place and the BFE was increased.

Figure 8-9. Substantial improvements to post-FIRM buildings must be elevated above the new BFE. Nonresidential buildings may be floodproofed
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LEARNING CHECK #1
1. What is the basic rule on improvements and repairs to existing buildings in the
floodplain?

2. Mrs. Murphy got a permit two months ago to remodel her living room and
kitchen. Now she wants a permit to remodel three bedrooms and two bathrooms. Should you check each of these separately to determine if each project
is a substantial improvement?

3. What is the substantial improvement formula?

4. Which of the following items must be included when calculating the cost of
an improvement project?
— Attached deck
— Plumbing
— Permit fees
— Contractor’s overhead and profit
— Architect’s plans
— Landscaping
— Built-in bookcases
5. What factors are considered when determining market value?

6. What are three good sources for obtaining the market value of a house?

7. Mr. Jones proposes a $50,000 addition to his $80,000 home in the floodplain.
Is this a substantial improvement?

8. If Mr. Jones’ project will be a substantial improvement, what do you need to
check to see if the whole house has to be elevated or just the addition?
Substantial Improvement/Damage
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B. SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE
44 CFR 59.1. Definitions: "Substantial damage" means damage of any origin
sustained by a structure whereby the cost of restoring the structure to its before
damaged condition would equal or exceed 50 percent of the market value of the
structure before the damage occurred.

Two key points:
♦ The damage can be from any cause—flood, fire, earthquake, wind, rain, or
other natural or human-induced hazard.
♦ The substantial damage rule applies to all buildings in a flood hazard area,
regardless of whether the building was covered by flood insurance.
The formula is essentially the same as for substantial improvements:
Cost to repair
> 50 percent
Market value of the building
Market value is calculated in the same way as for substantial improvements.
Use the pre-damage market value.

COST TO REPAIR
Notice that the formula uses “cost to repair,” not “cost of repairs.” The cost to
repair the structure must be calculated for full repair to the building’s beforedamage condition, even if the owner elects to do less. It must also include the cost
of any improvements that the owner has opted to include during the repair project.
The total cost to repair includes the same items listed in Figure 8-1. As shown
in Example 2 below, properly repairing a flooded building can be more expensive
than people realize. The owner may opt not to pay for all of the items needed. The
owner may:
♦ Do some of the work, such as removing and discarding wallboard.
♦ Obtain some of the materials free.
♦ Have a volunteer organization, such as the Mennonites, do some of the
work.
♦ Decide not to do some repairs, such as choosing to nail down warped
flooring rather than replace it.
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Basic rule: Substantial damage is determined regardless of the actual cost
to the owner. You must figure the true cost of bringing the
building back to its pre-damage condition using qualified labor
and materials obtained at market prices.

The permit office and the owner may have serious disagreements over the total list of needed repairs and their cost, as the owner has a great incentive to show
less damage than actually occurred in order to avoid the cost of bringing the
building into compliance. Here are four things that can help you:
♦ Get the cost to repair from an objective third-party or undebatable source,
such as:
-- A licensed general contractor.
-- A professional construction estimator.
-- Insurance adjustment papers (exclude damage to contents).
-- Damage assessment field surveys conducted by building inspection,
emergency management or tax assessment agencies after a disaster.
-- Your office.
Even if your office does not prepare the cost estimate, it needs to review
the estimate submitted by the permit applicant. You can use your professional judgment and knowledge of local and regional construction costs.
Or, you can use building code valuation tables published by the major
building code groups.
♦ Use an objective system that does not rely on varying estimates of market
value or different opinions of what needs to be repaired. The Substantial
Damage Estimator Program discussed later in this section will do this.
♦ Publicize the need for the regulations and the benefits of protecting buildings from future flooding. A well-educated public won’t argue as much as
one that sees no need for the requirement.
♦ Help the owner find financial assistance to meet the extra cost of complying with the code. If there was a disaster declaration, there may be sources
of financial assistance as discussed in the next unit. If the owner had flood
insurance and the building was substantially damaged by a flood, the new
Increased Cost of Compliance coverage will help (see next section).
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SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE EXAMPLES
Example 1. Reconstruction of a destroyed building
Reconstructions are cases where an entire structure is destroyed, damaged,
purposefully demolished or razed, and a new structure is built on the old foundation or slab. The term also applies when an existing structure is moved to a new
site.
Reconstructions are, quite simply, “new construction.” They must be treated
as new buildings.

Razed or “totaled” building
with remaining foundation

Reconstruction on
existing foundation

Figure 8-10. A reconstructed house is new construction.
This example is for A Zones only. A new building in the V Zone must be elevated on
piles or columns.
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Example 2. Substantially damaged structure
To determine if a damaged structure meets the threshold for substantial damage, the cost of repairing the structure to its before-damaged condition is
compared to the market value of the structure prior to the damage. The estimated
cost of the repairs must include all costs necessary to fully repair the structure to
its before-damaged condition.
If equal to or greater than 50 percent of that structure’s market value before
damage, then the structure must be elevated (or floodproofed if it is nonresidential) to or above the level of the base flood, and meet other applicable local
ordinance requirements. This is the basic requirement for substantial damage.
Figure 8-11 graphically illustrates the amount of damage that can occur to a
building flooded only four feet deep. Even though the structure appears sound and
there are no cracks or breaks in the foundation, the total cost of repair can be
significant.
The cost of repair after a flood that simply soaked the building will typically
include the following structural items:
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Remove all wallboard and insulation.
Install new wallboard and insulation.
Tape and paint.
Remove carpeting and vinyl flooring.
Dry floor, replace warped flooring.
Replace cabinets in the kitchen and bathroom.
Replace built-in appliances.
Replace hollow-core interior doors.
Replace furnace and water heater.
Clean and disinfect duct work.
Repair porch flooring and front steps.
Clean and test plumbing (licensed plumber may be required).
Replace outlets and switches, clean and test wiring (licensed
electrician may be required).

Note: See also Figures 7-7 through 7-12 for what happens to flood insurance
premiums if a substantially damaged building is granted a variance and is not
brought up to post-FIRM standards.
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Figure 8-11. Even slow moving floodwater can cause substantial damage.

SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE SOFTWARE
FEMA has developed a software program to help local officials make substantial damage determinations. The software is Windows-based and will work on
Microsoft Windows 3.1 and Windows 95. While it is based on Microsoft Access,
the software is self-contained and does not require any software in addition to
Windows.
The software comes with a manual, Guide on Estimating Substantial Damage
Using the NFIP Residential Substantial Damage Estimator, FEMA 311. This
includes a user’s manual and worksheets that allow the calculations to be done
manually.
Contact your FEMA Regional Office for a copy of the software package and
help in using it. Following a major disaster declaration, training sessions and
technical assistance may be available.

INCREASED COST OF COMPLIANCE
On June 1, 1997, the NFIP began offering additional coverage to all holders of
structural flood insurance policies. This coverage is called Increased Cost of
Compliance or ICC.
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The name refers to cases where the local floodplain management ordinance
requires elevation or retrofitting of a substantially damaged building. Under ICC,
the flood insurance policy will not only pay for repairs to the flooded building, it
will pay up to $15,000 to help cover the additional cost of complying with the
ordinance. This is available for any flood insurance claim and, therefore, is not
dependent on the community receiving a disaster declaration.
There are some limitations to ICC:
♦ It’s only available if there was a flood insurance policy on the building before the flood.
♦ It covers only damage caused by a flood.
♦ Claims are limited to $15,000 per structure.
♦ Claims must be accompanied by a substantial damage determination by
the floodplain ordinance administrator.
It should also be mentioned that a portion of the rest of the claim payment
may help meet the cost of bringing the building up to code. For example, if there
was foundation damage, the regular claim will pay for the cost of repairing or
replacing the foundation. The ICC funds would only be needed for the extra costs
of raising the foundation higher than it was before.
In certain cases, an ICC claim can be filed if the building is repetitively
flooded, sustaining losses of less than 50 percent of the market value each time
and if the total cost of the losses is 50 percent or more during a certain period of
time, provided the community has language in the flood damage ordinance that
implements the substantial damage rule in these cases.
Figure 8-12 has example ordinance language. This language exceeds the
minimum NFIP requirements, but would be needed if you wanted to trigger the
ICC provision for repetitively damaged buildings.
The Community Rating System credits keeping track of
improvements to enforce a cumulative substantial improvement requirement. The 1999 CRS Coordinator’s
Manual credits the ordinance language in Figure 8-12.
These credits are found under Activity 430, Section 431.c
in the CRS Coordinator’s Manual and the CRS Application.
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Option 1
A. Adopt the Following Definition:
“Repetitive Loss” means flood-related damage sustained by a structure on two
separate occasions during a 10-year period for which the cost of repairs at the
time of each such flood event, on the average, equals or exceeds 25 percent of
the market value of the structure before the damage occurred.
B. And modify the “substantial improvement” definition as follows:
“Substantial Improvement” means any reconstruction, rehabilitation, addition, or
other improvement of a structure, the cost of which equals or exceeds 50 percent
of the market value of the structure before the “start of construction” of the improvement. This term includes structures which have incurred “repetitive loss” or
“substantial damage”, regardless of the actual repair work performed.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Option 2
Modify the Asubstantial damage@ definition as follows:
“Substantial Damage” means damage of any origin sustained by a structure
whereby the cost of restoring the structure to its before damaged condition would
equal or exceed 50 percent of the market value of the structure before the damage occurred. Substantial damage also means flood-related damage sustained
by a structure on two separate occasions during a 10-year period for which the
cost of repairs at the time of each such flood event, on the average, equals or
exceeds 25 percent of the market value of the structure before the damage occurred.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE 1: Communities need to make sure that these definitions are tied to the
floodplain management requirements for new construction and substantial improvements and to any other requirements of the ordinance, such as the permit
requirements, in order to enforce this provision.
NOTE 2: An ICC Claim Payment is ONLY made for flood-related damage. The
substantial damage part of the definition must still include “damage of any origin”
to be compliant with the minimum NFIP Floodplain Management Regulations.

Figure 8-12. Sample ordinance language for ICC repetitive loss definitions
Source: Interim Guidance for State and Local Officials -- Increased Cost of Compliance
Coverage, FEMA, 1997. This language is only needed to trigger an ICC payment for a
repetitive loss. No ordinance changes are needed for the ICC coverage for substantial
damage.
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C. EXCEPTIONS
As explained in previous sections, the substantial improvement and substantial
damage requirements affect all buildings regardless of the reason for the improvement or the cause of the damage. There are three exceptions to this: exempt
activities, historic buildings and projects required by code.

EXEMPT ACTIVITIES
Certain activities related to making improvements or repairing damaged
buildings do not have to be counted toward the cost of the improvement or repairs. These include:
♦ Plans and specifications.
♦ Surveying.
♦ Permit fees.
♦ Demolition or emergency repairs made for health or safety reasons or to
prevent further damage to the building.
♦ Improvements or repairs to items outside the building, such as the driveway, fencing, landscaping and detached structures.

HISTORIC STRUCTURES
Historic structures are exempted from the substantial improvement requirements subject to the criteria listed below. The exemption can be granted
administratively if the current NFIP definitions of substantial improvement and
historic structure are included in your ordinance, or they can be granted through a
variance procedure.
In either case, they are usually granted subject to conditions.
If the improvements to a historic structure meet the following three criteria
and are approved by the community, the building will not have to be elevated or
floodproofed. It can also retain its pre-FIRM flood insurance rating status.
1. The building must be a bona-fide “historic structure.” Figure 7-13 has
the definition that must be followed.
2. The project must maintain the historic status of the structure. If the
proposed improvements to the structure will result in it being removed from or
ineligible for the National Register or federally-certified state or local inventory,
then the proposal cannot be granted an exemption from the substantial improvement rule.
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The best way to make such determinations is to seek written review and approval of proposed plans by the local historic preservation board, if it is federallycertified, or by the state historic preservation office. If the plans are approved,
you can grant the exemption. If not, no exemption can be permitted.
3. Take all possible flood damage reduction measures. Even though the
exemption to the substantial improvement rule means the building does not have
to be elevated to or above BFE, or be renovated with flood-resistant materials that
are not historically sensitive, many things can and should be done to reduce the
flood damage potential. Examples include:
♦ Locating mechanical and electrical equipment above the BFE or floodproofing it.
♦ Elevating the lowest floor of an addition to or above the BFE with the
change in floor elevation disguised externally.
♦ Building the lowest floor of an addition with flood-resistant materials and
providing hydrostatic openings.

CODE VIOLATIONS
The NFIP definition of substantial improvement includes another exemption:
44 CFR 59.1 Definitions: "Substantial improvement" means …. The term does
not, however, include … Any project for improvement of a structure to correct
existing violations of state or local health, sanitary, or safety code specifications
which have been identified by the local code enforcement official and which are
the minimum necessary to assure safe living conditions

Note the key words in this exemption: correct existing violations, identified
by the local official, and minimum necessary to assure safe conditions. This
language was included in order to avoid penalizing property owners who had no
choice but to make improvements to their buildings or face condemnation or
revocation of a business license.
This exemption was intended for involuntary improvements or violations that
existed before the improvement permit was applied for or before the damage
occurred—for example, a restaurant owner who must remodel and enlarge the
kitchen in order to meet current local and state health and safety codes.
You can only exempt the items specifically required by code. For example, if
a single stair tread was defective and had to be replaced, do not exempt the cost of
rebuilding the entire stairway. Similarly, count only replacement in like kind and
what is minimally necessary. If the owner chooses to upgrade the quality of a
code-required item, the extra cost is not exempt from the formula—it’s added to
the true cost of the improvement or repairs.
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Unfortunately, many property owners and builders pressure local building official to exclude “code violation corrections” from their voluntary improvement
proposals. There are “code violations” in all structures built before the current
code was enacted. In many cases, those elements must be brought up to code as
part of an improvement project.
This is very different from a code violation citation that forces a property
owner to correct those violations and make improvements that were otherwise not
planned. The building official must know about and document the violations
before or at the time the permit is issued.
Example
A small business in a 40-year old building was damaged by a fire. The building’s pre-fire market value was $100,000. The insurance adjuster and the permit
office concluded that the total cost to repair would be $45,000.
However, the community’s building code states that whenever an applicant
applies for a permit to modify or improve a building, the building must be brought
up to code. This building would need the following additional work:
♦ Replace unsafe electrical wiring.
♦ Install missing fire exit signs, smoke detectors and emergency lighting.
♦ Widen the front door and install a ramp to make the business accessible to
handicapped and mobility-impaired people.
The total cost of these code requirements would be $8,000. However, since
these were required by the code before the fire occurred, they would not have to
be counted toward the cost to repair. Based on the basic formula:
$45,000 = 0.45 or 45%
$100,000

The building is not declared.
substantially damaged

In this example, the building can be repaired without elevating or floodproofing. However, the permit office should strongly recommend incorporating flood
protection measures and flood resistant materials in the repair project (as in the
example in Figure 8-2).
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LEARNING CHECK #2
1. What is the formula for determining substantial damage?

2. What is the basic rule on calculating the cost of the damage?

3. A tornado swept through town and substantially damaged 25 buildings in the
floodplain. How can you help the property owners comply with the floodplain
ordinance’s substantial damage regulations?

4. Mr. Johnson prepared a list of everything he has to do to repair his flooded
home. Which of the following items are counted toward the cost of repairs
when determining substantial damage? What is the dollar amount that should
be counted?
— Clearing broken trees and debris away from the house ($2,500)
— Replacing the warped flooring ($3,000)
— New doors ($1,000) to replace old ones (worth $500)
— Replacing the old kitchen cabinets (valued at $5,000) with custom hardwood cabinets valued at $15,000.
— New wall to wall carpeting ($1,800)
— New furniture ($12,000)
— New wiring ($2,000) to bring the building up to current code (This is a
standard requirement of the community. The building was not cited as
having a code violation.)
— Permit fee ($500)
— Clean out and test the furnace (done free as a public service by the utility
company, but otherwise worth $250 if done by a private contractor)
— New bushes and replacement fence ($1,500)
5. What’s the best way to determine if a building is “historic” and eligible for
exemption from the substantial improvement requirement?
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UNIT LEARNING EXERCISE
1. What kind of projects need a permit so you can check to see if they would be
substantial improvements?

2. A home was built to post-FIRM standards in 1990. The lowest floor was
elevated four feet above grade, to the BFE in effect at that time. In 1995, a
new FIRM went into effect. The new BFE is now six feet above grade at that
site.
a. How high would a small (less than substantial) addition have to be elevated?

b. How high would a large (substantial) addition have to be elevated?

3. Mrs. Murphy bought her property for $100,000 last year. Is this a good basis
for determining its market value?

4. Based on tax assessor’s records, the market value of 123 Main Street is
$75,000. The owner wants to replace the HVAC and plumbing, remodel the
kitchen and both bathrooms and convert his basement to a finished family
room. His total cost is $20,000 for supplies. If a contractor were to do the job,
the total cost would be $45,000. However, since he is a handyman and will do
all the work himself, the total cost of his project is $20,000. What is your response?

5. Mrs. Smith wants a new second story that will double the size and value of her
house. The floor of the new story will be above the BFE. Will the old first
floor have to be elevated?

6. The substantial damage regulations only apply if the building was damaged by
a flood. True or false?
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7. A flooded property owner has a brother who is a plumbing contractor. His
brother’s repair estimate shows the damage at 48% of the building’s value.
You think it should be higher. What can you do to prevent an argument over
who’s numbers are right?

8. Mrs. McGillicudy is on a fixed income. Her home was flooded and substantially damaged. Her flood insurance policy will pay for the repairs. When told
that she will also have to elevate her house, she thinks she should apply for a
variance due to the financial hardship. What do you tell her?

9. Before the flood, Mr. Johnson had been cited by the community for a code
violation. The paint on his garage door had been peeling, which was a violation of the local housing maintenance code. Since the flood left mud up to the
high water line, he decided to repaint the whole house. Can he claim exemption of the cost of the painting because it had been cited as a code violation?
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ANSWERS TO THE LEARNING CHECKS
Learning check #1
1. What is the basic rule on improvements and repairs to existing buildings in the
floodplain?
If the cost of improvements or the cost to repair the damage exceeds 50 percent of the market value of the building, it must be brought up to current
floodplain management standards.
2. Mrs. Murphy got a permit two months ago to remodel her living room and
kitchen. Now she wants a permit to remodel three bedrooms and two bathrooms. Should you check each of these separately to determine if each project
is a substantial improvement?
No. They should be counted as one project and their total cost combined.
3. What is the substantial improvement formula?
A project is a substantial improvement if:
Cost of improvement project > 50 percent
Market value of the building
4. Which of the following items must be included when calculating the cost of
an improvement project?
— Attached deck yes
— Plumbing yes
— Permit fees

no

— Contractor’s overhead and profit
— Architect’s plans
— Landscaping

yes

no

no

— Built-in bookcases

yes

5. What factors are considered when determining market value?
“The price a willing buyer and seller agree upon.” Factors to consider are
the building’s original quality, subsequent improvements, age and current
condition.
6. What are three good sources for obtaining the market value of a house?
— An independent appraisal by a professional appraiser.
— Detailed estimates of the structure’s actual cash value (the replacement
cost for a building, minus a depreciation percentage based on age and
condition).
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— Property appraisals used for tax assessment purposes with an adjustment
recommended by the tax appraiser to reflect market conditions (adjusted
assessed value).
— The value of buildings taken from NFIP claims data (usually actual cash
value).
— Qualified estimates based on sound professional judgment made by the
staff of the local building department or tax assessor’s office.
7. Mr. Jones proposes a $50,000 addition to his $80,000 home in the floodplain.
Is this a substantial improvement?
Yes, 50,000 divided by 80,000 = 0.625, more than 50%
8. If Mr. Jones’ project will be a substantial improvement, what do you need to
check to see if the whole house has to be elevated or just the addition?
Check the extent of work on the common wall and the existing building. If the
common wall is demolished as part of the project, the existing building and
the addition must be elevated.
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Learning check #2
1. What is the formula for determining substantial damage?
A building was substantially damaged if:
Cost to repair
> 50 percent
Market value of the building
2. What is the basic rule on calculating the cost of the damage?
Substantial damage is determined regardless of the actual cost to the owner.
You must figure the true cost of bringing the building back to its pre-damage
condition using qualified labor and materials obtained at market prices.
3. A tornado swept through town and substantially damaged 25 buildings in the
floodplain. How can you help the property owners comply with the floodplain
ordinance’s substantial damage regulations?
Help the owner obtain financial assistance. Many programs are available after a disaster declaration.
4. Mr. Johnson prepared a list of everything he has to do to repair his flooded
home. Which of the following items are counted toward the cost of repairs
when determining substantial damage? What is the dollar amount that should
be counted?
— Clearing broken trees and debris away from the house ($2,500)
— Replacing the warped flooring ($3,000)

$0

$3,000

— New doors ($1,000) to replace old ones (worth $500)

$1,000

— Replacing the old kitchen cabinets (valued at $5,000) with custom hardwood cabinets valued at $15,000.
$15,000
— New wall to wall carpeting ($1,800)
— New furniture ($12,000)

$1,800

$0 (not part of the structure)

— New wiring ($2,000) to bring the building up to current code (This is a
standard requirement of the community. The building was not cited as
having a code violation.)
$2,000
— Permit fee ($500)

$0

— Clean out and test the furnace (done free as a public service by the utility
company, but otherwise worth $250 if done by a private contractor) $250
— New bushes and replacement fence ($1,500) $0 (not part of the structure)
5. What’s the best way to determine if a building is “historic” and eligible for
exemption from the substantial improvement requirement?
See if it’s on an approved list of historic structures (see Figure 7-13)
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Unit Learning Exercise
1. What kind of projects need a permit so you can check to see if they would be
substantial improvements?
— Remodeling projects.
— Rehabilitation projects.
— Building additions.
2. A home was built to post-FIRM standards in 1990. The lowest floor was
elevated four feet above grade, to the BFE in effect at that time. In 1995, a
new FIRM went into effect. The new BFE is now six feet above grade at that
site.
a. How high would a small (less than substantial) addition have to be elevated?
To at least four feet above grade.
b. How high would a large (substantial) addition have to be elevated?
To at least six feet above grade.
3. Mrs. Murphy bought her property for $100,000 last year. Is this a good basis
for determining its market value?
It’s a start, but the true market value may be different this year, depending on
the local housing market. You also need to subtract the value of the land,
landscaping, and detached structures that would have been in the purchase
price for the property.
4. Based on tax assessor’s records, the market value of 123 Main Street is
$75,000. The owner wants to replace the HVAC and plumbing, remodel the
kitchen and both bathrooms and convert his basement to a finished family
room. His total cost is $20,000 for supplies. If a contractor were to do the job,
the total cost would be $45,000. However, since he is a handyman and will do
all the work himself, the total cost of his project is $20,000. What is your response?
The total cost of the project must be the true cost, including the cost of labor
and donated materials. This project will be a substantial improvement.
5. Mrs. Smith wants a new second story that will double the size and value of her
house. The floor of the new story will be above the BFE. Will the old first
floor have to be elevated?
Yes. The project should be a substantial improvement and the entire building
will need to be elevated in this situation.
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6. The substantial damage regulations only apply if the building was damaged by
a flood. True or false?
False, the damage can be from any cause.
7. A flooded property owner has a brother who is a plumbing contractor. His
brother’s repair estimate shows the damage at 48% of the building’s value.
You think it should be higher. What can you do to prevent an argument over
who’s numbers are right?
Get the cost to repair from an objective third-party or undebatable source,
such as:
— A licensed general contractor.
— A professional construction estimator.
— Insurance adjustment papers (exclude damage to contents).
— Damage assessment field surveys conducted by building inspection, emergency management or tax assessment agencies after a disaster.
8. Mrs. McGillicudy is on a fixed income. Her home was flooded and substantially damaged. Her flood insurance policy will pay for the repairs. When told
that she will also have to elevate her house, she thinks she should apply for a
variance due to the financial hardship. What do you tell her?
Her flood insurance policy has Increased Cost of Compliance coverage that
will help pay for the cost of meeting the ordinance’s requirement to elevate.
Your office may be able to help her find financial assistance to pay for the rest
of the cost, if needed.
9. Before the flood, Mr. Johnson had been cited by the community for a code
violation. The paint on his garage door had been peeling, which was a violation of the local housing maintenance code. Since the flood left mud up to the
high water line, he decided to repaint the whole house. Can he claim exemption of the cost of the painting because it had been cited as a code violation?
No. Only exempt the items specifically required by the citation and what is
minimally necessary to comply.

You are now only two short units from finishing this
course. If you think you will be ready in a week, call
now for the final examination to be mailed to you.
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Sam & Ann Ennis Variance Request
1121 Ocean Blvd., Topsail Beach, Pender County
February 8, 2017
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looking South
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Ennis Variance Request
VARIANCE CRITERIA

15A NCAC 07J.0703 (f)

-to grant a variance, the Commission must affirmatively find each of the following
factors listed in G.S. 113A-120.1(a).
(A) that unnecessary hardships would result from strict application of the
development rules, standards, or orders issued by the Commission;
(B) that such hardships result from conditions peculiar to the petitioner's property
such as the location, size, or topography of the property;
(C) that such hardships did not result from actions taken by the petitioner; and
(D) that the requested variance is consistent with the spirit, purpose and intent of
the Commission's rules, standards or orders; will secure the public safety and
welfare; and will preserve substantial justice.
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